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Sharing best practices and learning from mistakes. Coordinating and planning
actions. A focus on people. These are the lessons we need to take with us from
managing the Covid19 pandemic and transform them into mantras in the near

future. We must, if we hope to avoid being overwhelmed by the next emergency,
whether it is health-related, climatic, economic or political in nature.
At Bocconi we immediately went to work trying to put these principles into practice.
We did so in order to not stop teaching on February 24 (the day on which universities
in Lombardy decided in concert to suspend on-campus activities to protect their
communities and their families) and we pushed on to move everything possible online:
first lessons, then graduation and then exams. We are still moving forward, planning a
safe return to campus in September while ensuring inclusion and equal opportunity.
Safety means a campus equipped with all the devices and indications to guarantee
social distancing, sanitized spaces and air, and temperature measurement for anyone
entering the Bocconi Campus. Equal opportunities and inclusion means that those
who are unable to return to Milan will continue to attend lessons in streaming,
synchronously or asynchronously, and those who have suffered the economic effects of
this emergency will need concrete help. For this reason we have increased the funds

available for scholarships this year by 15% over the 30 million euros awarded in
2019.
Another crucial role at Bocconi is to produce impactful knowledge. In this delicate
period not only have we not stopped, but we have actively contributed to
understanding the effects of the pandemic. We did this by creating the Covid Crisis
Lab, a multidisciplinary research laboratory conceived by our Dean for Research
Jérôme Adda, and Bruno Busacca, Dean of Fundraising and Alumni Engagement. The
Lab is led by Prof. Alessia Melegaro, a demographer and statistician who since the
beginning of the pandemic has collaborated with the Lombardy Region's technical
commission on health to analyze the spread of the virus in Lombardy.
This special issue of the magazine is dedicated precisely to the activities of the Covid
Crisis Lab and the researchers who are helping us understand the emergency in four
fundamental areas: Health; Economics, Finance and Firms; Legal Issues; and Society.
The work has just begun but, as you will read in these pages, there are already many
research projects and other output that Bocconi has made available to policy makers
and decision makers in a few months. Because today our motto, Knowledge that
Matters, is as important and as real as ever.

Gianmario Verona, Rector

HOMEPAGE
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The Bocconi
Commitment
in the Era of Covid19
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EXECUTIVE CHATS LIVE
Executive Chats never stopped,

it just adapted its format to the new
conditions dictated by the coronavirus
pandemic. Debates involved leading
figues of academia, research, news

media, diagnostics and institutions on
how the emergency, both health and

economic, is redesigning the world. Five
meetings and ten distinguished guests

who exchanged views with
Gianmario Verona, Rector of Bocconi.



VIEWPOINTS by Paolo Tonato

Covid19 Free

Sanitization, social distancing devices, scheduling of activities
to avoid gatherings, space reservation systems, masks and
disinfectant gel. So the Bocconi Campus is...





Faced with a crisis that is global both in terms of size and in health, economic and social
impact such as Covid19, the answer to understanding the problem and setting out the
various responses can only be equally global andmultidisciplinary. For this reason,
Bocconi established the Covid Crisis Lab, the research laboratory that fosters dialog
among scientists from different fields and with very different skills

A Research Lab to Relieve the

The Covid19 has so far seen millions of
individuals contaminated worldwide and a
death toll of several hundred thousand people.

It hit European countries particularly hard before
moving to the American continent and the rest of
the world. In its wake, it leaves battered countries,
with looming economic crises, political unrest and
many questions on what will come next. The
Covid19 crisis was from the start more than just an
epidemiological issue. It was a challenge to the
health care sector, but also to policy makers,
business leaders and the general public. Options
were limited from the outset but with harsh
consequences either way: stamp out the pandemic

but drive the economy down; or take a more
lenient approach and watch hospitals being flooded
and mortality skyrocket. The choices were not
easier at the individual level - lock yourself up, or
continue risky interactions with people. One of the
important dimensions of this crisis, which affects all
aspects of it is its associated uncertainty.
Uncertainty about the virus and its properties in
terms of contagion, lethality and immunity,
uncertainty about the efficacy of the recommended
policy measures and the uncertainty of the
economic legacy of this pandemic. Faced with this
global uncertainty, society has turned to scientists
to inform the debate.

by Jérôme Adda @

JEROME ADDA
Dean for Research,

Full Professor
of Economics,

Bocconi University

SOCIAL SCIENCES
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Uncertainty of the Pandemic
At the start of the crisis, research that could shed
light on the crisis was lacking, to say the least.
Existing epidemiological models were mostly
targeted towards flu epidemics and had no role for
the behavioral adjustment of individuals. Few
policy measures such as confinement, quarantines
and the adoption of social distancing by the public
at large had been studied or even envisaged
previously. No one had ever seen such a sudden
and large economic shock, which left business
leaders, workers and policy makers reeling almost
simultaneously across the world. Looking forward,
strict confinement policies may trigger fundamental
changes in the behavior and views of people and
raise a host of legal issues. The epidemic may have
lasting effects and change fundamental trends that
defined the last decades in terms of global
governance and how the global economy is
organized.
Hence, understanding the Covid19 crisis in its
entirety requires research from many different
fields, not only from the epidemiological side, but

also from a host of social sciences that study
behavior and their determinants and how
individuals interact. Studies from the economic,
financial, management or legal side can help
understand the unfolding crisis, along with other
disciplines such as statistics and computer science
that can inform the debate by producing real-time
knowledge about the crisis. All these fields are
present at Bocconi, and the surge in research to
understand the Covid19 crisis produced by
Bocconi faculty during these last couple of months
is frankly amazing. However, all the different
aspects of the crisis are interrelated. The
epidemiological side of the crisis shapes behavior as
much as behavior determines the outcome of the
epidemic. There is therefore a need to integrate
the research across many fields to have a global
and informed view of the crisis. This is precisely
the role of the Covid Crisis Lab, set up at Bocconi
to bring together researchers from very different
backgrounds and to foster collaboration across
fields in an unprecedented way. �
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Alessia Melegaro, demographer
and Director of the Covid Crisis
Lab, is convinced of this. A
contamination and a network
that must be built "in peacetime
because it is difficult to
improvise during an
emergency." This is why the
new Lab is first and foremost a
model, "because today we have
a word that has brought us
together, which is Covid, but
tomorrow there could be others"

The Virus Can Be
Conquered Through
Contamination.
Of Knowledge

In an academic world in which there has alwaysbeen a tendency to reward excellence in
specialization and pigeonhole people in specific

disciplinary sectors, Alessia Melegaro, Associate
Professor of Demography and Social Statistics at
Bocconi, has always promoted and applied
multidisciplinarity and contamination as a research
idea. All the more reason today that, in her role as
Director of the recently established Covid Crisis
Lab, a point of contact for research on the virus at
Bocconi, she coordinates the work of more than
30 researchers from the University's eight
Departments, creating connections and weaving
threads between seemingly different subjects.
� In this sense, the Covid Crisis Lab is also an
experimental model.
I don't like theory very much, I think everything
we do even as researchers should have a practical
value. In my case, it is to answer which vaccine is
best or most affordable, when to administer it, or

by Emanuele Elli @

SOCIAL SCIENCES
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THE COVID CRISIS LAB
The mission is to understand the spread of the Covid19 and analyze
its numerous implications on the health of populations, health care,
society, the economy at large and its financial and legal consequences.



which health policy decisions should be supported.
This has become even more relevant with Covid
because the first phase focused entirely – and
rightly so – on medical and health aspects, while
the contribution of all disciplinary areas is

required for Phase 2, and dialogue between
various experts is critical. The Covid Crisis
Lab can become a model to be replicated
in other areas, even less dramatic areas
we hope, because today we have a
word that has brought us together,
which is Covid, but tomorrow there
could be others.
� How much has the research
done to date prepared you for
what happened?
In the UK there was talk of an
impending pandemic in
epidemiology and public health
institutes as early as 2000.
Simulations, real time evaluation,
ad hoc modeling were also carried
out and there was considerable
pressure to prepare guidelines. The

problem is that all infections are
different and there is an essential element

of improvisation. So what you can prepare
for is to create useful connections to deal with

the problem. If you can’t have an answer ready,
at least so you know who to ask. And of course this
network must be built in peacetime because it is
difficult to improvise during an emergency.
� Over the past few months there have been
moments of considerable confusion and even
scientists, from virologists to economists, have
seemingly not always agreed with each other. So is
there always a subjective factor in research? How
do you personally deal with this aspect?
I always try to be guided by scientific evidence, by
studies, which are the result of experience, work
and generally a close scrutiny of the validity and
reproducibility of the same. The overabundance of
opinions regarding the facts is a phenomenon that
was not new with Covid but I believe that in this
case too, adopting a multidisciplinary approach in
discussions, though challenging, will only lead to
better results: if virologists stop where their
expertise ends and pass the ball to epidemiologists
who then involve mathematicians, demographers or
economists in the answer, in the end the loop closes
with a positive outcome for everyone. They don’t
all answer, but they all answer together. To this I
would add that we should begin to accept that a
question can also be answered with: «I don’t know,
I have to check.»You shouldn’t be ashamed or
think of it as a defeat; especially in forecast models
there is always a gray area. For communication

and the
media this is
a taboo, but
for anyone
doing research,
uncertainty is a
parameter around which
information that is not yet known
gravitates; one should not be afraid to face it and,
when appropriate, to affirm it.
� Policy decision makers have often been the
recipients of your research. What do you think the
dialogue between science and politics has been like
during Covid?
I would say the case in the UK is emblematic.
There are very good scientists in London, who have
been preparing for these emergencies for decades,
yet it is currently the European country with the
highest number of deaths. It is not just the fault of
politics, it is also a communication problem. It is
not easy to transfer the results of an
epidemiological model analysis to a community, the
media or policy makers, it is a
fundamental step in the chain that
must be optimized. Here's an
example: the monitoring of the
RT index in Italian regions
should not be the
prerogative of the media,
but carefully monitored by
a technical-scientific
committee, otherwise you
end up chasing data that,
taken individually, have no
value and maybe scream
emergency as soon as there is a
number above the threshold. A
competent committee, on the other
hand, could observe long-term evidence, identify
troubling signs and pass on indications that have
already been thought out to those making
decisions.
� Do you agree with the idea that the Covid era
will end when a safe and accessible vaccine is
available?
We are slowly enjoying a return to normal but, it
seems to me, with a different individual awareness
and this should help. The level of immunity in the
Italian population is still very low, reaching peaks of
30-40% in areas with high prevalence or in groups
of people who have been exposed to the virus, so
we are nowhere near the 60-70% national average
required to feel comfortable. However, the disease
is better understood, interventions are being
completed earlier and more effectively, contact
tracing is being done. In short, we are learning a
lot and this makes me optimistic. �
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ALESSIA MELEGARO
She graduated from

Bocconi with a thesis on
mathematical models

applied to the spread of
tuberculosis, immediately
combining an economic

education with her interest
in quantitative demography

and a dialogue with
epidemiology. «After

graduation, I moved to the
UK,» says Melegaro,

«where I completed my PhD
at the University of Warwick

and worked at Public
Health England, the

equivalent of Italy’s ISS.
Even then, there it was

normal for mathematicians
and statisticians to talk to

clinicians and
immunologists.» Returning
to Bocconi at the Dondena

Center in 2008, she was
awarded a European

Research Council Grant to
coordinate the DECIDE
project on the impact of

demographic trends in the
spread of infectious

diseases with particular
reference to developing

countries. «This gave me the
opportunity to delve into

modeling research applied
to healthcare, while also

integrating demographics.
Furthermore, work with

countries in sub-Saharan
Africa also added strong

personal motivations to the
study, a very important
aspect when doing field

research.»







History
ofaMetamorphosis

The Covid19 tsunami hit hard the world of
postgraduate and business education, which
had been stormy for reasons of its own for

several years already. The winds of transformation
of educational offerings, contents and formats in
higher education had started to blow with the
financial crisis of 2008 triggered by subprime
mortgages and worsened by the sovereign debt
crisis. Major financial scandals and mounting
criticism of the dominant model of shareholder
value leading to hyperbolic finance pushed many
business schools to start new programs and
integrate in the curricula of MBAs and executive

training programs new subjects dealing with issues
of corporate social responsibility, business ethics
and sustainable finance.
But the processes leading to great metamorphoses
are never linear and seldom follow a strictly
diachronic development. In fact, the United
Nations had already noticed the need to
complement management education with ethical
responsibility and socio-ecological sustainability
subjects. In fact, in 2007 Secretary General Ban
Ki-Moon had already launched globally the
Principles for Responsible Management Education
(PRME), a global initiative aimed at influencing

by Giuseppe Soda@

After we adapted to the big data and sustainability
imperatives of the 2010s, the great uncertainty caused
by the pandemic has revealed other needs.
Wemust move to strengthen the skills of managers
and decision-makers in critical thinking, creativity,
people management, andmore generally
the ability to manage complex situations with
a vision for the common good

GIUSEPPE SODA
Dean of the SDA Bocconi
School of Management

EXECUTIVEEDUCATION
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THE ONLINE PROGRAMS
Newopportunities to strengthen your managerial skills anywhere.
SDA Bocconi offers programs in Marketing and Sales, General Management,
Accounting, Tax and Control, Real Estate, Sport and IT Methods & Tools.

the training of the ruling classes towards
responsible leadership, attentive to the objectives
set out in the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
In response to this growing international attention,
courses of study offered by the great business
schools started to systematically integrate contents
that a few years earlier had been unthinkable,
such as business ethics and decision-making,
environmental sustainability, multi-stakeholder
management, diversity management, responsible
marketing and consumption, social
entrepreneurship and fair trade, just to name a
few.
But, to make the picture more complex, since the
first decade of the 2000s another process began
which, like sustainability, would have had a
profound impact on the structure of managerial
training programs: the big data revolution. The
tumultuous development of digital technology has
made it increasingly inevitable to expose future
leaders of private and public organizations to data

science and data analytics, and the managerial
and organizational implications of artificial
intelligence and robotics. Thus, in a few years, all
the major international institutions operating in
the field of managerial and business education
have launched master programs and executive
courses in data science. They are heterogeneous
in terms of depth, but all are linked by the idea
that the company operations and competitive
capabilities will increasingly depend on the
construction and intelligent use of large databases,
and the possibility of integrating artificial
intelligence into business processes.
These radical, and almost contextual,
transformations in the contents conveyed in
management programs were grafted into a
parallel process which was to manifest all its
disruptive strength precisely with the crisis
generated by the coronavirus. In fact, in the first
half of the 2000s the great march of distance
learning had begun, under the radar and amid
much skepticism, fueled, once again, by the
development of new technologies and the
transition to the digital world. The progressive
affirmation of distance learning technologies and
models has experienced an unexpected
acceleration and has attracted tens of millions of
students of all levels and degrees with the crisis of
recent months.
Thus, caught between the industry’s
metamorphosis caused by online technologies,
which allowed entry into the executive training
sector of operators very different from traditional
universities and business schools, and the
revolution of data and sustainability, managerial
training is nearing a third and final
transformation, which few have paid attention to
but is the story of these days. But even to tell this
current story, a quick flashback is needed. In
2015, following a very extensive research study
involving a very large and stratified-by-industry
group of Human Resources managers, the Word
Economic Forum had
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ventured a prediction regarding the skills that
would be central to businesses and institutions in
2020.
This forecast was premised on the observation of
instability of existing core skills in many
industries, generated by the mass of ongoing
socio-economic, cultural and technological
changes. For some sectors, for example industrial
manufacturing, finance and mobility, the forecast
for the destruction rate of skills between 2015
and 2020 was set at around 40%. Skills that
become obsolete must be replaced by other ones,
and in this special ranking of the abilities
predicted to be the most relevant for 2020,
“decision-making ability in complex conditions”
stands out, followed by critical thinking, creativity
and people management. The top 10 also includes
“judgment", i.e. discerning ability in decision-
making processes, and cognitive flexibility. Skills
pertaining to data science and sustainability are
absent as they are considered necessary, part of
the core skills, but not capable of making a
difference for the immediate future.
Obviously the Covid19 pandemic was not
contemplated, but reading that list carefully, these
are the areas of competence that in this tragic
epidemic have proved most challenging for public

and private decision-makers all over the world.
We have discovered that data, even if we can
handle them with increasing sophistication, often
are not available here and even when they are,
they are not always decisive. We suddenly
remembered that decision makers often face hard
trade-offs and unsolvable dilemmas, where data
science certainly helps, but then many decisions
are taken on the basis of judgment, sense of
responsibility, intuition. We have painfully
understood that in conditions of uncertainty we
need multiple perspectives, that critical thinking
feeds innovation and can foster the discovery of
effective solutions.
The health crisis has highlighted the need to have
knowledge and tools useful to understand in depth
the situation we are facing, next to a better
systemic vision and perspective on the evolution
of the situation, in order to have full awareness of
the consequences of our actions and others’. To
integrate all this, it is necessary to develop
knowledge transfer, communication, relational
and negotiation skills that are aimed the

EXECUTIVEEDUCATION
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THE OPEN PROGRAMS
Executive programs for large, medium and small businesses, public
administration, healthcare, banks and financial institutions, and also for
professionals who wish to develop their managerial knowledge and skills.



emergence of favorable context for achieving the
common good, especially when there are multiple
stakeholders and conflictual interests at the table.
All this without ever losing focus on the end
result, and the ability to measure and monitor it.
Furthermore, distance working has suddenly
revealed much redundancy in daily jobs and
shown that trust can replace control, but also that
people and human intelligence remain central, so
individuals have to be managed with great
attention and care.
In essence, the virus has revealed many
weaknesses in decision makers, indicating a new
core of skills towards we need to orient executive
training programs in the coming years. Business
education will serve to help people and future
leaders deal responsibly with the complexity
challenge that the future holds. These skills will
not replace those upon which MBA programs are
based today, but will enrich executive education
by building depth and breadth of skills through
flexible training programs customized on the
needs of the individual. �

Immerse yourself in a psychological thriller and interact with the plot,
by determining the evolution of the story: this is the experience you get
to live with The Cage. Be careful, however, because this is not a new
video game but a learning experience format whose objective is to
teach managers how to deal effectively with situations of great
complexity, by practicing to take decisions in conditions of high
uncertainty. The Cage, developed by SDA Bocconi School of
Management in partnership with Newton (Italian leader in the creation
of innovative learning formats), is an interactive movie in several
episodes. At the end of each episode, individuals or groups are called
to make a decision to solve the situation. Every choice determines a
different trajectory in the development of the plot. Each decision calls
for a training experience with the four meta-skills which, if properly
developed and strengthened, can help make effective decisions in
complex settings. At the end of each episode, individuals and teams
receive feedback on their decision and interact with the class instructor
to investigate the reasons for their choice and possible mistakes. At the
end of the experience, participants receive an assessment on how they
fare in the four skills, which they discuss with the teacher. The Cage is
an extremely innovative learning format with a a high degree of
experiential content. For additional information, you can contact
Debora Usai, Business Development, SDA Bocconi School of
Management (debora.usai@sdabocconi.it).

The Cage. An Interactive Experience
that Trains Managers
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SDA BOCCONI INSIGHT
Live sessions between our Faculty and distinguished guests to stimulate
ideas and support the recovery through timely analyses,
reflections, testimonials and the sharing of good practices and information.



Monetary Policy
No Longer Facing a Crisis A

We accept change only in case of need, and we
acknowledge need only in case of crisis. Thus
spake Jean Monnet, father of the European

unification project. He would therefore not be surprised
by what in recent months has been happening in the Old
Continent under the effects of the pandemic.
In fact, having faced the financial crisis of 2008-2009
and the sovereign debt crisis of 2011-2012, European
countries have already been dealing with the tension
between need and change for quite a while now. But
even when crises strike, it’s not easy to build political
consensus and arrive at optimal solutions. The Fiscal
Compact of March 2012, the political prerequisite for
the agreement on the European Stability Mechanism
(ESM) and for OMT operations (Outright Monetary
Transactions – Draghi’s «Whatever it takes») required
the insertion of a balanced budget clause, so dear to
"frugal" member states, as condition for having a fiscal
policy of the eurozone. The result was de facto fiscal
contraction in a period of economic crisis, which led to
the widespread perception (especially, but not only, in
Italy) of so-called austerity as being the right policy at
the wrong time. At the end of 2018, also due to
structural lags keeping the country behind, Italian GDP
per capita was still 6 percentage points below the 2008
value.
With the pandemic crisis, however, the transition from
necessity to change seems to have come easier even for
Germany, the leading country of the frugal coalition.
Previous experience with the euro crisis, and the recent
reservations on ECB monetary policy expressed by the
German Supreme Court, seem to have generated a
rethinking of the traditional EU game, according to
which crises are managed by granting a modicum of

fiscal redistribution between member states, while
leaving the bulk of the burden of adjustment on the
shoulders of the ECB. The rethinking took place on May
18, 2020, when France and Germany announced,
completely unexpectedly, their common proposal for a
€500-billion European Recovery Fund endowed with
actual funds, meaning fiscal transfers, to be included in
the multiannual financial framework of the EU budget
and then distributed among member states. The
European Commission has then intervened on the
original Franco-German proposal, with a detailed
proposal for the employment of funds, known as the
Next Generation.
Beyond other concomitant measures, such as
subsidized loans to support the unemployed (SURE)
and the activation of a new temporary credit line for
health spending related to the coronavirus emergency
(in the ESM context), the Franco-German proposal
represents an epochal turning point. In fact, it breaks
two of the fiscal taboos that have characterized the
single currency since the start. On the one hand, for the
first time it accepts the principle that the EU budget can
be used in a counter-cyclical way, while so far the
consensus was that the EU budget should only cover
structural spending, without any role in stabilizing
aggregate demand across the economic cycle. Secondly,
it designs a common debt instrument (bonds issued by
the European Commission based on the guarantees of
future national contributions to the EU budget), which
is paid by the member states according to their
economic weight, but which can be disbursed to the
member states in function of financial needs emerging
from the pandemic crisis.
By virtue of this sprout of common fiscal policy, for the
first time European monetary policy will not find itself
alone in dealing with a common crisis, creating a kind
of financial support that could also become relevant for
key industries and regions of the frugal countries. As
Jean Monnet would say, a great privilege of producing
cognac is that, more than anything else, it teaches you
the virtue of waiting: man decides and organizes, but
the seasons must be on his side. �

by Carlo Altomonte and Gianmarco Ottaviano @

CARLO ALTOMONTE
Associate Professor

of Economics of European
Integration,

Bocconi University

GIANMARCO OTTAVIANO
Full Professor
of Economics,

Achille and Giulia Boroli
Chair in European

Studies,
Bocconi University

EUROPEAN UNION
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THE WEBSITE
Newie supports the production and dissemination of applied
research on European studies within the framework of the Achille and
Giulia Boroli Chair in European Studies at Bocconi University.

The European Recovery Fund is a historic turning point: the first embryo
of a common fiscal policy for the EU, so long awaited
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The two most important central banks in the world, the
Fed and the ECB, must also prepare for the Phase 2
of the pandemic. They have only one certainty: for

months to come, monetary policy will have to be
conducted by unconventional means. So what are the
main points? In normal times - which date back to 2008 -
there were at least four fixed points: the central bank must
be independent; monetary stability must be a relevant
target; policy instruments must be neutral, in the sense of
minimizing the fiscal and banking effects of monetary
policy; finally, the only instrument of monetary policy was
changes in nominal short-term interest rates.
The discount-rate instrument maximized the neutrality of
monetary policy, because it minimized its potential
redistributional effects, which act through three possible
channels, concerning redistribution between citizens,
between sectors, and between generations, respectively.
When nominal interest rates change, citizens can be
divided into borrowers and savers, with the one group

happy when the other is not. But for some time these two
categories have cut across the traditional distinction
between households and businesses, so that distributional
effects have traditionally been scarcely felt. Furthermore,
in normal times, with relatively small central banks’
balance sheets, and assets mostly composed of short-term
government bonds, the sectoral effects also seemed
negligible. Finally, low inflation minimized
intergenerational transfers.
From 2008 onward, the monetary policies of the Fed and
the ECB have become unconventional in three different
ways. First, short-term nominal interest rates have kept on
decreasing, reaching zero in the United States and going
into negative territory in the European Union. Secondly,
the action of central banks to purchase financial assets to
inject liquidity into the economy and also affect long-term
interest rates has taken extraordinary proportions. The
size of purchases has grown enormously, while the type of
assets purchased has changed profoundly, to include

by Donato Masciandaro @

As has occurred for more than a decade
now, the Fed and the ECB will continue
to resort to unconventional monetary
policy in the coming months.
And central bank independence
will have to be defended
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public and private securities, with increasing risk for the
lender of last resort. Finally, the central banks have
adopted the policy of binding announcements, seeking to
influence future interest rates, through the mechanism of
expectations.
The automatic reflex of the massive adoption of
unconventional policy tools has caused the exponential
emergence of redistributional effects. The more
redistribution effects increase, the more politics wants to -
and must, we would add - deal with central banks. Since
both the Fed and the ECB will continue to pursue
heterodox policies, it is in the interest of American and
European citizens that the effectiveness of monetary
policy be protected by strengthening two other safeguards:
central bank independence and consistency in monetary
policy objectives.
The independence of the central bank is predicated on
the assumption that having a stable currency is functional
to the long-term welfare of citizens and such an aim can

only be successfully pursued by entrusting the task to an
independent bureaucracy. Thus the defense of the
independence of central banks from politics and high
finance must continue. Rather, the two central banks
should reconsider the appropriateness of equating
monetary stability with controlling variations in consumer
prices. Such an identity is risky for a number of reasons,
of which I should mention at least two. First, an objective
is credible if it is attainable. If you think changes in
consumer prices do not depend solely on monetary policy,
then it would be more prudent to consider the inflation
variable a compass rather than a target. Secondly, an
objectively punctual and asymmetrical value can be more
risky than definitions based on time intervals, or on the
price level. Without changing the definition of monetary
stability, the work of the Fed and ECB will become much
more complex. The sword of Damocles will continue to
hang over the heads of central bankers. Courageous
decisions are needed. Let's hope it will be enough.�
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The Covid19 pandemic is an unparalleled
global crisis. As governments struggled to
suppress the spread of the virus, they resorted

to extraordinary and often draconian measures,
such as restrictions on individual movements,
physical distancing requirements, surveillance of
civilians and border closures. While these
lockdown measures are extraordinary, so was the
first public response to them. Despite the grave
adversity faced by citizens and the infringement of
their rights, many incumbents have experienced a
boost in popularity during the onset of the
outbreak. Even the approval of President of the
United States Donald J. Trump, who has faced
sustained criticism for his slow response to the
crisis, rose at the start of the Covid19 outbreak in
March to the highest ever with 49 per cent of
adults in the United States approving of his
performance.
Governments cannot sustain these approval
ratings. Once the crisis becomes embedded in
domestic politics and crisis response, performance
of the incumbent will start to matter more. Just as
we have seen in relation to natural disasters, when
governments are often blamed, and held to
account, for their inadequate disaster responses.
Some governments may try to react to this by
grabbing hold to power through executive
overreach, as we are currently witnessing in the
United States. The pandemic may accelerate the
hollowing out of democratic institutions and
norms. In other countries, political developments
may prove less dramatic. Governments will face

increased public scrutiny for their handling of the
crisis and their response gets reconstructed and
assessed. The situation in the United Kingdom for
example is a case-in-point. While prime minister
Boris Johnson enjoyed an initial boost in
popularity, the critique of the government’s
chaotic response to the pandemic made his
approval ratings tumble.
Right-wing populist politicians will also be eager to
exploit the crisis for their own political gain.
Right-wing populist parties often thrive if they can
claim a topic that allows them to oppose the
government. While most right-wing populist
parties lost traction during the start of the
pandemic, they may regain attention by blaming
governments for the economic consequences of
the pandemic. Itis important to distinguish
between short-term and long-term effects.
When it comes to an unexpected event, such as a
pandemic or environmental disaster, a government
can show decisiveness by acting quickly and
appropriately. This may lead to electoral gains in
the short term. Two political scientists examined
the electoral consequences of the flooding of the
River Elbe in Germany in 2002. The then Federal
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and his Social
Democratic Party gained more votes in the areas
affected by the flood. The adequate emergency
aid was one of the main reasons why the Schröder
government was re-elected in 2002. At a time of
crisis, citizens demand action. If governments act
swiftly and their measures prove to be effective,
they can gain electorally. Shouting from the
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From Trump to Johnson, a look at the short and long-term effects
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Phase 1 and 2 of the pandemic. And how the economic recession
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sidelines can be viewed by voters as a sign of
political weakness.
But if we start looking at the longer term, the
picture may change dramatically. Especially if a
crisis, such as the Covid19 pandemic now, triggers
a deep recession and turn into a full-blown
economic and financial crisis. Economic historians
have analyzed data from twenty OECD countries
for the period 1870 to 2014 and demonstrated
that electoral support for far-right parties

increases with an economic and financial crisis. In
fact, these parties even saw their votes grow by a
third. Why might this be the case? Right-wing
populists are extremely good at finding a
scapegoat to exploit an electoral crisis. Currently,
we do not know yet how deep and sustained the
economic recession will be. This makes predicting
the long-term political consequences of the
pandemic difficult, but what we do know is that
rallying around governments will not last. �
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seless or Misleading?

We have learned many lessons from Covid19,
and many more we are going to learn. I
want to focus on one: management under

uncertainty. This squares with the soaring availability
of data and tecnologies for managing and processing
data. The pandemic has shown that data can be
helpful, useless, or misleading, depending on how we
make decisions and use data.
I am part of a research group that advocates that
management should become more “scientific” in the
sense that managerial decisions under uncertainty
should follow the same approach that scientists use in
their research. Many managerial decisions involve no
uncertainty. They are decisions about how to achieve
a known goal more efficiently - e.g. how to minimize
costs to produce a given quantity of output. But
decisions that involve growth, such as innovation, or
responses to competitive threats, are decisions under
uncertainty. While management has taught us a lot
about the first type of decisions, the same is not true
of the second type. We should also beware of extreme
views: artificial intelligence and computer science will
solve most managerial problems, or at the other
extreme, gut feelings is the only way to go.
A scientific approach to managerial decisions
advocates that managers have to first develop a
theory of what they expect. They then have to use
data to test their theories and take actions based on
the outcomes of these tests. As an illustration, I played
a game in one of my classes. I told two students that
they were going to earn 100 points per supporter of
Inter FC in the class if they made an investment that
costs 800 points upfront. The question is whether to
make this investment. They developed a theory based
on the number of male students, students from Milan,
and other potential predictors. They predicted,
respectively, 18 and 6 Inter supporters in the class. I
then asked them to take a sample of 15 students out
of the 100 in the class, and they found that 2 (or
13.3%) supported Inter FC. Both the test and the
students’ original gut feelings matter because they
updated their prediction to 14 and 10. On the one
hand, their predictions converge; on the other hand,
gut feelings may embody information that we do not
account for in the tests. Who is right or wrong? It
depends on who had the best gut feelings, or in the
language of statisticians on “priors”. However, the
important point is that, compared to the initial gut
feelings, the test improved both decisions: there were

12 Inter supporters in the class!
If you think that this is not real, here is another
example. A company has used big data to predict that
customers who pay their bill online are more reliable
(pay earlier and they are more likely to pay). But
what to do with this prediction? Only a theory can
inform about actions. Customers who pay online
could be more reliable because of their characteristics
or because online payment is easier. This yields two
different managerial actions: monitor offline payers or
diffuse online payments. The company could study
two identical populations that for random reasons
paid online or offline. If they observe differences in
reliability, the company ought to extend online
payment, otherwise it needs other experiments to
understand what affects payment reliability. A similar
example is the prediction made by Scott Stern and
colleagues at MIT that used data on all the start-ups in
Massachusetts to show that start-ups with shorter
names are more likely to grow. This is useful for
venture capitalists who need to predict high-growth
companies, but not for entrepreneurs because if they
shorten their names they are unlikely to grow faster.
In order to understand how to grow faster, they need
theories and tests that inform them whether it is a
good idea to take the actions suggested by their
theories.
Managers still rely too much on gut feelings and use
data to make descriptions (“here is how sales are
going this year”) or, more rarely, predictions. The big
opportunity is to use data for making decisions using
theories and by desiging tests that identify the value of
the actions they theorize. Gut feelings help the
scientific management of decisions. For example, if
our prior is that online makes payments easier and do
not find good evidence of it, we run another test to be
sure; if we have the opposite prior, we save the cost of
the new test.
This also puts Universities and business education in
the right perspective. Too often we hear of genius
entrepreneurs who made it only thanks to their
intuitions: but we never hear of the many more that
did not make it for the same reason. Universities and
business education are, and will remain, the locus in
which we learn the method for making good
managerial decisions, whether in firms, government
or other organizations. The Covid experience has
shown that this is truer if we use and manage data
efficiently. �
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Even in the darkest days of the Covid19
pandemic, innovation has been flourishing all
around the world. We have marveled at the

ingeniousness of Dr. Renato Favero who had the
idea of an emergency ventilator mask, produced
by adjusting a commercially available snorkeling
mask. Based on his idea, Isinnova, an Italian
startup located in Brescia, 3D printed and
patented an adaption valve that connects
Decathlon snorkeling masks to a ventilator. Within
two months from the beginning of the pandemic,
Akara Robotics, an Irish startup founded by
Conor McGinn, an assistant professor of
mechanical engineering at Trinity College in
Dublin, developed a robot emitting ultraviolet light
(UVC) with the ability to disinfect hospitals and kill
the Covid19 virus that hides on surfaces. In
China, robots have been designed to deliver
medicines, meals, and to collect bed sheets and
rubbish in hospitals. Fortunately, these are not
exceptions. Hundreds of innovations have already
been developed in response to the Covid19
pandemic, as documented by online repositories
like www.covidinnovations.com.
Academic research suggests that necessity is the
mother of innovation. Necessity increases the
expected rewards for the successful innovators,
prioritizes and focuses creative efforts and pushes
researchers to look for solutions outside the box.
For instance, natural disasters, like earthquakes,
droughts and flooding, have been associated with
greater technical innovations that can reduce the
risk of future hazards. Because the new normalcy
will need to accommodate an appropriate level of
economic activity while addressing the health and
safety risks of potential new outbreaks of Covid19,
technologies that eliminate or attenuate such risks
are likely to meet an increasing demand in the
incoming months. A paper by Hong Luo (HBS)
and Alberto Galasso (Rotman) presented last

December at the Baic conference organized by
SDA Bocconi School of Management and Icrios
specifically analyzes innovation in the realm of risk
mitigating technologies.Their research suggests
that firms will develop technologies, business
practices, and strategies that improve customer
and employee safety by mitigating the risk of
contagion because the increase in risk perception
makes consumers more willing to pay for safety
features, which, in turn, provides producers
greater incentives to innovate. Both existing
companies and new startups are likely to come up
with innovative solutions that can meet the
enlarged demand for safety.
Many of the innovations developed in current
months are solutions that could be quickly
implemented in company operations. Most
companies, out of necessity, have been forced to
innovate in how they organize business meetings:
face-to-face interactions have been replaced by
video conferences across many sectors of the
economy. Most universities have quickly shifted
from their traditional on campus education to
online teaching modalities. The research by Luo
and Galasso shows that small and large
companies are equally likely to
develop and adopt this type of
innovation. Other innovations
instead require greater
investments and more
substantial adjustments in
company operations. For
instance, the development
of an instantaneous
testing technology that
is reliable and
affordable
requires
investments
not only
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Whether they are medical emergencies or sudden natural catastrophes,
the increase in uncertainty and risk perception accelerates changes
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First to benefit are the companies that, apart from their size,
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in product development, but also in scaling up
production and commercialization. Large firms
usually have deep pockets and control the
complementary assets that are required to profit
from innovation, as research by David Teece has
shown more than 30 years ago. Together with the
temporary drying up of venture capital financing,
these considerations suggest that large incumbent
firms have a relative advantage with this type of
innovation.
Finally, other innovations will require companies
to completely overhaul their current business
model to deliver value to customers. Luo and
Galasso’s research is silent about this case because
in their study firms did not face a pandemic.
However, in some sectors, to cope with social
distancing and other potential disruptions should
new Covid19 outbreaks emerge, current business
models may become completely obsolete. Many
companies have been forced to go through a
digital transformation that included migrating
from on-premises systems to hybrid clouds,
streamlining their financial and operational
processes, improving the customer experience
using technology, and creating a more flexible
working environment. However, not all companies
have been able to embrace these changes quickly
and effectively. In a recent article with
Dogan Dalay (former PhD student at
Bocconi University), David
Wehrheim (IESE Business School)
and Christian Helmers (Santa
Clara University), we show that
those corporations that have
both an efficient governance
that allows them to be bold in
decision making and have
invested in science are
better positioned to
adjust to such a
discontinuous

transformation of their business model.
How long the pandemic will last and for how long
our way of living will be disrupted by risks and
fears is difficult to predict. However, extant
research suggests that, in the incoming months,
innovation surely will make it less
daunting to bear with the burden
of Covid19 and hopefully will
allow us go back to the old
normalcy. �
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Giving Italian Businesses
a Fresh Start

by Cesare Cavallini
and Miles Gietzmann @

What if Italian companies
did like the Americans?
Cavallini and Gietzmann
analyze how and under what
conditions to introduce Chapter
11 of United States bankruptcy
statute into Italian law
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What would every Italian company like to see
when they emerge from the long Covid lock-
down? A fresh start for their balance sheets!

Obviously, the Italian legal system has well
developed bankruptcy processes in place allowing
debtors who can no longer pay their creditors to
get a fresh start by liquidating assets to pay their
debts or by creating a repayment plan. In a
formal bankruptcy the debtor’s finances are
reorganized. The debtors pay their creditors what
they can afford. What they cannot afford is
discharged. A debt discharged through
bankruptcy is no longer enforceable against the
debtor. However, these legal proceedings may
take some time and the remaining company may
be a shadow of its former self. This has motivated
some commentators to pejoratively describe post-
bankruptcy emerging firms as zombies. While
such a description is probably unfair it is
interesting at this time to ask whether there are
any other possibilities? One alternative approach
is the fresh start accounting option under US
Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
In its most stark form fresh start accounting
allows a company to close business one night and,
in the morning, open with a completely new
balance sheet typically unencumbered with major
debts. In some well-known cases the length of time
between declaring bankruptcy and the fresh start
company opening for business is minimal because
on declaring bankruptcy the company
simultaneously announces a prepack settlement
outlining an agreed reorganization..So, the US
approach can be rapid, and companies need not
languish for weeks in administration. How though
does the magic happen? The essential difference
in the US is, creditors are incentivized to follow a
loan to own strategy. Unfortunately, at the same
time typically the shareholders of the original
troubled company lose all interest in the company
with the fulcrum debtors of the former company
becoming the controlling shareholders of the new
company. Clearly there is no magic for the former
shareholders. If one’s policy objective was to

promote speedy return of companies to the
market place the US approach clearly has some
merit. However, could such a system be
implemented in Italy? We attempt to address this
question in two ways. First, we will consider what
it would mean for financial institutions and
secondly what constructive reforms in part
inspired by US practices were recently proposed
by the European Commission.
In terms of institutions one sees immediately that
if a company’s major creditor was a local bank,
that bank may not find a loan to own opportunity
an attractive option since managing and advising
on day to day operations may not be a skill they
specialize in. Yes, they can monitor daily cash flow
but giving strategic advice in a specialized industry
may not be within the bank’s core competencies.
How does the US deal with this? The simple
answer is that trading in the debt of distressed
companies is made possible. Put simply a local
bank can sell the distressed debt to a private
equity reorganization specialist who then becomes
the loan to own participant. In the US, the
institutions that specialize in purchasing distressed
debt are sometimes referred to unattractively as
vulture investors. The vulture investors make their
money from taking control of the formally
distressed company and getting it back on its feet
as quickly as possible, so its equity value increases
significantly. Aggressive reorganizations may
involve systematic changes in the way the
company is run which has implications for
management and staff. Whether this could work in
Italy would therefore depend upon whether
sufficient vultures with their own finances and
entrepreneurial spirit would be prepared to come
forward and whether laws would allow them
freedom to make sweeping organizational
changes. Perhaps the fast-paced fresh start
accounting methods of the US are a step too far?
Recognizing that some reform in bankruptcy
procedures was necessary within the EU, the
commission has come up with some new
proposals. The EU Directive no. 1023/2019
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follows selected features of US Chapter 11
bankruptcy. The Directive provides a model for
preventive restructuring frameworks (PRFs) to
avoid insolvency proceedings such as bankruptcy.
In particular, these frameworks allow
entrepreneurs to submit their creditors a
restructuring plan aimed at restructuring their
business through several measures such as
changing the composition, conditions or structure
of a debtor’s assets and liabilities or any other part
of the debtor’s capital structure. The wide scope
of these provisions, potentially including several
kinds of financial measures, can probably allow a
fresh start for the European companies' balance
sheets. But there are still too many unknowns in
this case. First, the Directive needs to be adopted
within each national legal system. This fact can
reasonably determine different adaptations of the
EU law in accordance with the existing legal rules
in each Member State. While some States could
adopt a regulation for PRFs that authorizes
companies to organize fresh start accounting,
other States could forbid it by reducing the scope
of PRFs. Second, the EU Directive requires that
the PRF shall be not only be adopted by the
parties who are affected by the plan such as
creditors or equity holders but also confirmed by
a judicial or administrative authority. These
limitations will probably reduce the initial impact
of PRFs involving fresh start accounting on
national legal systems. However, it is reasonable to
expect financial practices in individual states to
exploit the potential of the Directive. National
legal systems will have to ensure various ways of
implementing the restructuring plan in accordance
with the broad scope of the directive. This fits in
well with the new structure of Italian insolvency
legislation (Legislative Decree no 14/2019) which
prioritizes the negotiated solutions for
restructuring the companies’ financial crisis as
opposed to liquidation solutions.
Thoughts of a quick fresh starts for some Italian
businesses may be considered fanciful because we
all know recovery will often be slow and difficult.
However speedy attention by regulators on how to
apply the new PRFs is essential. While US fresh
start accounting has issues it does illustrate what is
possible if regulators choose to focus upon
innovative solutions in a post Covid environment.
�
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The pandemic has laid bare an undeniable fact:
all economic and social institutions fully
depend on the activities performed by people.

Without people, or better, without healthy people,
society and the economy cannot work.
No matter how obvious this may sound, putting
population health and healthcare systems at the
core of government actions cannot be taken for
granted.
Cost containment pressures and austerity
measures adopted in recent years have had a
significant impact on the amount of resources
available for healthcare. These trends were
particularly evident in Italy, UK and US, the three
countries that ranked among the first in number of
deaths from Covid19 in the world.
At present, Italy spends less on healthcare than
most other western European nations: at €3,428
per capita, remains well below Germany’s €5,986
per capita.
The United Kingdom (UK) has likewise
implemented austerity measures over the last 10
years, employing contractionary measures that,
though the National Health Service (NHS) budget
was not reduced, kept increases in funding below
previous levels.
Public health expenditure has also been declining
in the US. Funding for core emergency
preparedness, through the Public Health
Emergency Preparedness (PHEP) Cooperative
Agreement Program of the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC), significantly declined from $940
million in 2002 to $667 million in 2017,
compromising state and local health departments’
preparedness for emergencies.
The current epidemic has demonstrated that
debilitated healthcare systems can be brought to
the brink of collapse with unforeseen consequences
for the entire society.

� CLEAR STEWARDSHIP IS ESSENTIAL,
ESPECIALLY IN DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS
In times of public health emergency, the
effectiveness of decentralized systems can be
measured by the promptness and determination of
the coordinator (i.e., the central government) in
creating the conditions to face the emergency (e.g.,
infrastructure, supply, evidence, communication)
and by the local actors to efficiently enact, and if
necessary adapt, national guidelines for local
execution, in a typical command-and-control
manner. But Covid19 has threatened this
equilibrium. Since the beginning, some regions
have charged that the central government’s
response has been too slow and disjointed and have
started organizing the response to coronavirus
autonomously. Each region was differently hit by
the virus and tried to implement appropriate and
coherent health policy measures. Conversely,
central governments tried to impose universal
measures in the name of the unity of the nation
thus prompting conflicts between the regions and
the State first, and between regions afterwards.
This happened not only in Italy. A series of missed
chances by the US Federal Government to ensure
more widespread testing came during the early days
of the outbreak, when containment would have
been easier. Even now, after weeks of mounting
frustration toward federal agencies over flawed test
kits and burdensome rules, states with growing
cases such as New York and California are
struggling to test widely for the coronavirus. In
Germany, the first phase of the emergency has been
successfully governed at the Federal level, which
promptly facilitated adequate responses in the
Landers (regions) based on local needs and
contributed to keeping mortality rates at low levels
compared to other EU countries. The second
phase, however, appears to be problematic,
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Inadequate investment, inability to coordinate decentralized systems,
weakened of primary care : the problems that emerged during
the acute phase of the emergency are not new.
Not in Italy, nor in other countries such as the United States
and the UK, that is, some of the most affected nations.
Here are the lessons we need to learn to draw
a new roadmap for healthcare systems

Let’s Not Forget the Elepha
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Marco Bonetti, Director of the Dondena Centre
for Research on Social Dynamics and Public Policy
at Bocconi, along withUgofilippo Basellini (Max
Planck Institute for Demographic Research and
Institut national d’études démographiques),
created an open source tool to facilitate the
visualization of the coronavirus’s spread and
local trends. «The tool uses the free
statistical program R, widely used in the
scientific community, and displays Italian
data on the number of people infected,
hospitalized or deceased», says Professor
Bonetti. A beta version of an online app that
shows the results of the analysis updated in
real time is also available.
The program incorporates official
data at the province and region
level and, through a simple

statistical analysis, summarizes the trend that the
epidemic has followed so far locally. The result is a
graph for each province or region, including
cumulative data on contagions (or other variables)
and an interpolation curve. Next to the graph,
there is an indication of the estimated relative
growth rate of the curve on the day of analysis. This
translates every day into an updatedmap of Italy,
in which each province corresponds to a circle. The
size of the circle corresponds to the number of
events up to the day of the analysis, while the color
of the circle indicates the speed of growth at the
time of themap. For example, light colored circles
indicate provinces where the growth of contagion
is modest, while dark colored circles indicate
provinces where it is high.
Bonetti, Professor of Statistics at the
Department of Social and Political Sciences at
Bocconi, described the analysis and the tool in
a working paper free to download. The code
can be downloaded by clicking here, and the
beta version of the online app is available by
here, where updatedmaps can be produced
very easily.
«The objective of this type of analysis is to follow
the progress of the epidemic in the different areas
of the territory,» concludes Bonetti, «and great
caution is needed when extrapolating on the
future. Moreover, we are currently working to
increase the flexibility of our software to capture
changes in the trends during the summer stage of
the epidemic. We hope that we will not witness a
second wave of infections, but if this were to be the
case, the software will allow one to capture such
signals in a timelymanner».
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TheprojectDiffusion Factors and Mortality from Covid19
is the result of a collaborationwithvirologist Ilaria
Capua fromtheUniversityof Florida. It started in
March,when themultidimensionalityof theCovid
phenomenonbegan to fully emerge. The largestudy
includes severalworkpackages,whichaimto
reconstruct thedataof realmortality at themunicipal,
regional and international levels, butalso the
differences that affectmaleor female subjects in
considerationof socio-behavioral factors, comorbidity
variablesandpossible repercussionsof thepandemic
onotherpathologies.
«Fromthe initial ideaprovidedby IlariaCapua, the
workgrouphasexpandedand today includesmany
subjects, includingCern inGeneva. Its formidable
computingpowerhasbeenprovided toprocess
collecteddatabases,whichareoftenuneven, analyze
thedataandcross-reference thedifferent factors,»
explainsElioBorgonovi, Professorof Economicsand
ManagementofPublicAdministrationandPresident
ofCergas. «Todaywecanstart thinkingabout the first
results.»
Starting fromthedataofdeceasedpeoplewho tested
positive for thevirusdeclaredbyvarious countriesand
predictiveanalyses, for example, amore realistic
mortality rate forCovid19couldbecalculated, aswell
asaweightedaveragewhichcouldbeused to
estimate thepatients infected indifferent countries.
«Someof thesedataarenow in thehandsofCergas,
wheremycolleagueBenedettaPongiglione is
processing imagemapswith theevolutionof
thesituationweekbyweek forabout7200
municipalities, according to the latestdata
releasedby Istat,» says theprofessor.
«Among themost important research
objectives, however, is thatof introducing
into thecalculationsotherpossible causes
of thepandemic, frompollution to the
transportationnetwork to social relations.
The last factor, inparticular, is the
newest elementand the roleof
social aggregatorspresent ina
territory still needs tobe
compared to thearea’s
propensity to spread the
virus.»

ELIO BORGONOVI
The Role of Social Factors
on Spread and Mortality

Emanuele Borgonovo and Xuefei Lu have
singled out the time of lockdown introduction as
the key variable in reducing the number of
Covid19 infections, in a paper that combines a
standard epidemiological model (SEIR:
Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Recovered),
machine learning techniques and sensitivity
analysis.
Borgonovo, Full Professor at Bocconi University,
and Lu, PhD in Statistics at Bocconi and now
Assistant Professor at the University of
Edinburgh, used publicly available data for the
progression of the pandemic in Italy up to 20
April 2020 and estimated the relative importance
of six factors acting as parameters of the SEIR
model: protection rate (the rate at which the
susceptible population becomes insusceptible
due to activation of public health policies such as
the imposition of social distance measures or
provisions for wearing face masks, the
introduction of contact tracing apps, etc.),
infection rate (the parameter controlling how
often a susceptible-infected contact results in a
new infection, that can be reduced by measures
such as social distancing),
average latent time (the period between the time
an individual is infected and the time at which the
individual becomes infective),
quarantine rate (the rate at which the infectious
portion of the population can be isolated from
the rest of the population)
number of initially infected individuals,
time of intervention (the date at which the
intervention took place).
The sensitivity analysis (a set of methods that
allows the measurement of the effects of a
change in one or more model input variables on
the model’s output) highlighted that policy

variables such as intervention time and
quarantine rate are much more
important than the intrinsic features
of the pandemic. Time of
intervention turned out to be 4
times more relevant than
quarantine and 8 times more
important than the initial number
of infectious and infection rate.
Protection rate and latent time
play an even smaller role.
The scholars have also been able
to estimate the time lag between
the issuance of the lockdown

EMANUELE BORGONOVO
Statistics shows that early lockdown
measures are our best weapons

ELIO BORGONOVI
Senior Professor

of Economics
and Management

of Public Administration,
Bocconi University
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and the full effect of the measure: 5 days. These
results are in accordance with discussions in
current economic research.
«This study», concludes Professor Borgonovo,
«confirms the strength of sensitivity analysis in
obtaining insights useful to the decision-makers.
Not only does it say that policy variables are the
key drivers of pandemic containment, it also
shows that there isn’t much interaction between
the variables, i.e., that a change in one of them
displays its own effects irrespective of the
changes in the other variables».

unveiling weaknesses in the capability of the
Federal government to coordinate Landers and
thus emphasizing asymmetries that are now
impacting local economies.
Decentralized governance in managing population
health and healthcare can attain excellent
performance provided that the central government
becomes more rapid in responding, less
bureaucratic, streamlines processes and
procedures, increases its capability to analyze and
interpret future (demographic, epidemiologic,
technological) trends so as to anticipate health
policies aimed at supporting and coordinating the
work of local governments.

� MORE ATTENTION ON PRIMARY CARE AND
PUBLIC HEALTH
When epidemics spread, there was no time to re-
design care services, so those regions that already
routinely used territorial services converted them
to manage infected patients. Areas like
Scandinavia, the Catalan region of Spain and the
Veneto region of Italy had more robust models of
primary care and were able to keep patients at
home by organizing different forms of remote
monitoring, thus alleviating the pressure on
hospitals and, at the same time, providing effective
care to home-based patients. Furthermore, the
Covid19 experience has shown the importance of
effective public health services. Over time, public
health services have become disconnected from the
gamut of services provided at the single patient
level, reducing the level of coordination.
Epidemics, as Covid19 has reminded us, require
that community interventions be coordinated with
primary care. To move toward community
intervention requires reconnecting the public
health and hygiene mandate with that aimed at
guaranteeing individual patient services through
large scale managerial action.

� THE FAST PACE OF HEALTH CARE
SERVICES’ TRANSFORMATION
If there is one thing that we have realized, it is that
local health systems can be both flexible and
controlled, thanks in large part to the ability of top
management to improvise within a system full of
constraints and in unknown territory. This silent
community of professionals (healthcare managers,
starting with the general managers) acted by
reorienting the organization of LHAs that had
become unwieldy (the average population covered
by an LHA has climbed to 500,000 inhabitants) due
to continued mergers and concentration of
processes over the last few years. The hospitals and
LHAs were able not only to withstand the onslaught
of the virus but also weather the uneasy
relationships between the national, regional and

THE PAPER
Is Time To Intervention In The COVID-19 Outbreak Really
Important? A Global Sensitivity Analysis Approach
by Emanuele Borgonovo, Xuefei Lu

EMANUELE BORGONOVO
Full Professor
at the Department
of Decision Sciences,
Director of the Bachelor
in Economics,
Management
and Computer Science
(Bemacs),
Bocconi University
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local levels. Unprecedented crisis made clear how
important effective and capable management at the
provider level is for facing these challenges.
Boosting management capacity at the local level is
one of the essential ingredients of a strong and
resilient healthcare system.

� NOT TO FORGET
When Covid19 is over, human losses will be
painfully countless while economic downturns have
already started counting thousands of billions of
US dollars worldwide. As strange as it may seem to
say, we believe that Covid19 did not create new
problems but violently brought to the surface many
of the challenges healthcare systems have been
facing for a long time. Governments play a pivotal
role in ruling healthcare systems, and this becomes
even truer in times of epidemics, i.e., whenever
health clearly reveals its ‘public good’ nature.
Healthcare is the cornerstone of society and must
be funded appropriately. The pandemic is
evaporating, but the extra funds for the Italian
public healthcare system must not. It’s time to
develop a forward-looking, evidence-based road-
map for making the future normality different from
the one before. �

InthestudyNewsfromtheFront:Estimationofexcess
mortalityandlifeexpectancyinthemajorepicentersof the
Covid19pandemic inItaly,SimoneGhislandi,Associate
ProfessorofHealthEconomics,calculatestheimpactof
Covid19onseasonal(1January-30April)andannual
(2020) lifeexpectancyintheprovincesandregionsmost
affectedbytheepidemic:Bergamo,Brescia,Cremona,
LodiandPiacenzaandtheLombardyRegion.Forthe
study,Prof.GhislandiworkedwithBenedettaScotti,also
fromBocconi,andtworesearchersfromtheWittgenstein
CenterforDemographyandGlobalHumanCapital in
Vienna.«Ourapproachisnotableduetotwoaspects,»he
explains.«First,weconsidermortality ingeneral,not just
deathsclassifiedasCovid19.This ismainlybecause
officialdeathsinItalyverylikelyunderestimatetheactual
deathsdirectlyandindirectlycausedbytheepidemic.
Secondly,wefocusonspecificareas.This isbecause
epidemicwavesinItalyhavebeenmainly localizedin
certainprovinces,andcalculatinglifeexpectancyforthe
entirenationwouldgreatly nderestimatetheimpactof
theepidemic.»
BasedondataprovidedbyIstatregardingthenumberof
deathspermunicipalityfortheprovincesconsideredand
comparingthemwithmortality inpreviousyears,the
studycalculatesthat: insomemunicipalitiesmortality
from1Januaryto30April increasedbymorethan300%;
ageisthemostrelevantriskfactor. InLombardy,people
over70showedanexcessmortality69timeshigherthan
thatofthoseunder60;menhaveanincreasedrelative
riskofdying(alwayscalculatedintermsofexcess
mortality),upto6timestheriskforwomen;thereduction
inlifeexpectancyfrom1Januaryto30April isdramatic:
formales,almost8yearsinBergamo(aslowas6.2years
inPiacenza), forfemales,5.8yearsinBergamo(downto
3.6yearsinPiacenza);projectingthe(low)excess
mortalityremainingtofinishthecycleoftheepidemic
andassumingthatpost-Covidmortalityreturnsto
historicaltrends,theexpectedlossof life inBergamo,the
mostaffectedprovince, isof4.1yearsformenand2.6for
women.Otherprovinceshavelesspronounced,butstill
significant,reductions.«Basically, fortheseprovinces,and
especiallyforBergamo,this istheeventwiththehighest
humancostseverseenfromthepost-WorldWarIIperiod
totoday,» concludesProf.Ghislandi.

SIMONE GHISLANDI
Life Expectancy: The Cost of the
Pandemic in Lombardy and Piacenza

THE PAPER
News from the front: Estimation of excess mortality and life expec-
tancy in the major epicenters of the COVID-19 pandemic in Italy
by Simone Ghislandi, Raya Muttarak, Markus Sauerberg, Benedetta Scotti

SIMONE GHISLANDI
Associate Professor
of Health Economics,
Bocconi University
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«Why was Lombardy so affected by Covid?» This is
the catchphrase question that AlessiaMelegaro,
Professor of Demography and Social Statistics, has
been addressing recently. In fact, the faculty
member is dedicating a research project
(Mathematical Modeling and Epidemiological Analysis
of Covid19 Data) to the analysis of the region’s data
and their modeling. It aims tomonitor the progress
of infection and its potential spread and predict the
evolution of the epidemic curve in different
scenarios. «I still don’t have the answer to the
question I’m always being asked, however,» she
jokes. «And I don’t think I’ll ever have a definitive
one, because there is not a single reason,
but a combination of causes that have
determined the extraordinary nature of
the Lombardy situation in this
pandemic.»
The project started at the beginning of
the spread, whenMelegaro herself,
working in close collaboration with the
Region and the Bruno Kessler
foundation in Trento, created
amathematical model with
which to analyze the spread
of the virus and predict its
evolution. «Today this
phase has ended, the
model is operational and
we are collecting a lot of
data on what happened»
summarizes the
professor. «There is a lot
of information to extract
that we hope will give us
answers to various
questions: What is the
timeline between a first
infection and a second
one?What are the risks
associated with socio-
demographic variables? In
which areas have hospital
routes been effective and
functional and in which

areas haven’t they? Can pollution be considered an
additional risk factor?»
The first study, which describes the
epidemiological curve and the trend of the RT
contagiousness index over time and in the various
provinces, is being published. This will be followed
by others on the different areas addressed in order
to put together the puzzle of the long-awaited
answers. «Every aspect analyzed provides a
fragment of truth,» concludesMelegaro. «In the
spread of contagion in Lombardy, demographic
characteristics, the distribution of the transport
network, the high exposure of cities like Bergamo
to trade with China and Asia in general, the
frequency of social contacts, and certainly the
overload of hospital capacity. And, though it’s not
reflected in any of themathematical models, even
a little bad luck.»

ALESSIA MELEGARO
The truth about the Lombardy case THE PAPER

Potential short-term outcome of an uncontrolled COVID-19
epidemic in Lombardy, Italy, February toMarch 2020; by
Guzzetta, Poletti, Ajelli, Trentini, Marziano, Cereda, Tirani, Diurno, Bodina,
Barone, Crottogini, Gramegna, Melegaro, Merler

THE PAPER
The early phase of the COVID-19 outbreak in Lombardy,
Italy by Cereda, Tirani, Rovida, Demicheli, Ajelli, Poletti, Trentini, Guzzetta,
Marziano, Barone, Magoni, Deandrea, Diurno, Lombardo, Faccini, Pan,
Bruno, Pariani, Grasselli, Piatti, Gramegna, Baldanti, Melegaro, Merler

ALESSIA MELEGARO
Director
of Covid Crisis Lab,
Associate Professor
of Demography
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Bocconi University
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Research fellowatCERGAS BocconiEduardoMissoni
anda teamofhis alumninowat theSaluteglobale.it
associationhavecarriedouta seriesof10qualitative
studies lookingatdifferentaspectsofhowhealth
systemsdealtwith theCovid19emergency.
Thepublications resulted fromthemultidisciplinary
collaborationof former students fromthreedifferent
Universities: Bocconi,UniversityofBrescia (Facultyof
medicine) andUniversityMilano-Bicocca (Department
of SociologyandSocial Research).
Several of theprojects lookat the issueofuniversal
health careduring theepidemic, focusingon Italy,
suchas The Italian health system facing the Covid19
challenge (Lancet,March19) andCovid19:
Universal Health Coverage now more than
ever (Journal Of Global Health, April 20).
«Fromthe Italian side,wewanted to
share internationallyhowthe
epidemichashighlightedcertain
weaknesses ina systemthatwas
seenasoneof thebest in theworld,»
saidMissoni. «Whatweshould learn
fromCovid19 is the importanceof
thecentral steeringof thenational

health service.We found thathealth systems in
general run intodifficultywhen theyhaveweak
primary level of care (communitymedicine teamsand
generalpractitioners), andsuffer theconsequencesof
cutson financial andhumanresources, and
privatization.»
Fragmentationandregionalization is alsoa
problem,because it createsprocurement issues
andcreates confusionabout rules, especially
duringemergencies, he says.
Italy’s regionsoften followeddifferentpathsand
haddifferent results. Thestudy So close yet so distant:

evidence from Lombardy and Veneto to plan Covid19
recovery strategy (comingsoon inArchives of

Community Medicine and Public Health)
compares theapproaches inof two
different screeningmodels. The region
of Lombardy focusedon testingmainly
thesymptomatic casesand invested
less in territorial care,whereasVeneto
practicedextensivepopulation testing,
includingasymptomatic and
paucisymptomatic cases;. Veneto’s
modelwasmoreeffective.

EDUARDOMISSONI
The Importance of a Strong National Health Service

EDOARDO MISSONI
Research fellow

at CERGAS Bocconi,
the Center for

Research on Health
and Social care
Management
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TheCovid19pandemic
offersanhistoric
opportunityforsocialand
politicalscientiststostudy
behavioralresponsetoa
globalhealthemergency.To
whatextentdoesthe
populationcomplywith
politicaldecisionsonsocial
distancing,andadheringto

WorldHealthOrganizationrecommendations?To
answertheseandotherquestions,theHamburg
CenterforHealthEconomicshaslaunchedasurveyof
7,500peopleinsevenEuropeancountriescarriedout
byBocconiUniversity, theErasmusSchoolofHealth
PolicyandManagement,theUniversityofHamburg
andtheNovaSchoolofBusinessandEconomics.The
project inbeingconductedwithinETN(European
TrainingNetwork)framework, inwhichHamburg,
Bocconiandotheruniversitiesarepartners.
Called CounteringCovid19:AEuropeansurveyon
acceptabilityandcommitmenttopreventivemeasures, the
firstwaveoffieldworktookplacefromApril2toApril15
usinganonlinequestionnaireaddressingsuchissues
aspeople’sriskperceptions,supportofcontainment
policies,trust ininformation,worries,vaccination
attitudes,andobehavior.Thesecondwaveisongoing,
andtwomoreareplannedforSeptemberand
November,takingsnapshotsofhowattitudes
progressedovertime.
«Iwassurprisedbythevariationofattitudesacross
countriesregardingattitudestowardsorganizationslike
theWHO.Therearecountriesthattrustmuchmorethe
WHOthanothers,»saidAleksandraTorbica,Director
ofBocconi’sCentreforResearchonHealthandSocial
CareManagement(Cergas)andAssociateProfessorat
theDepartmentofSocialandPoliticalSciences.
Forexample,peopleinDenmarkhavethehighest level
oftrust intheWHOinEurope,whileFranceand
Germanyhavethelowest.Attitudesalsovariedgreatly
whenpeoplewereaskediftheywereworriedabout
unemployment:51%were“notworriedatall” inthe
Netherlands,49%inFrance,35%intheUK,andonly
20%inItaly.
AdherencetotheWHOguidelineonsocialdistancing
wasslightlymoreuniformacrossthesevencountries
surveyedbutstillshowedvariations. InItaly, thefirst
countryinEuropetobehitbythevirus,73%saidthey
fullyadheredtotheone-meter-apartguideline. Inthe
Netherlands, itwas67%,inGermany59%andjust54%
inDenmark.

ALEKSANDRA TORBICA
Measuring European attitudes
on complying with health policies

Dystopian,utopianorsciencefictionvisionsapart, the
mainfunctionofartificial intelligenceremainsextracting
andprocessinginformationinlargequantities.Even
beforethepandemic,thegroupofresearchersworking
atBocconiwithRiccardoZecchinawaslookingintothe
designofautomaticdataanalysistools inthebiomedical
field.
Theemergencyledthegrouptointerfacewiththe
UniversityofOxfordandwithELLIS(EuropeanLabfor
LearningandIntelligentSystems)forthedevelopmentof
machinelearningalgorithmsforbackendanalysisofthe
datacomingfromtrackingapps. «Thedifferent
technologicalplatformsareconvergingonverysimilar
solutionsindifferentcountriesandtheproblemisto
understandhowtousethedataeffectively.Fromthe
epidemicalpointofview, ifwewanttocontrolthesecond
orthirdwavesofCovid19wewillhavetorelyonthe
strategiesofswabtesting,onteamsforhotspottracing,
socialdistancing,remotemedicineand,precisely, theuse
ofinformationfromtheapps»,saysProf.Zecchina.
Thealgorithmicproblemsseempossibletotackle,butthe
politicalandlegalconstraintsrelatedtoprivacymakethe
problemmorecomplex.«Theanalysisofdatafromapps,

andtheriskassessmentof individuals,
canbedoneinmoreorlesseffective
ways,withvaryingdegreesof
algorithmiccomplexity.The
scientificcommunityhasprovided
severalsolutionsthatrespect
privacy».

RICCARDO ZECCHINA
Artificial Intelligence
for the Days After

ALEKSANDRA TORBICA
Director of Cergas, Centre
for Research for Health
and Social Care
Management, Associate
Professor Health
Economics and Policy,
Bocconi University

RICCARDO ZECCHINA
Full Professor

in Theoretical Physics,
Vodafone
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Covid Crisis Lab

Society
Arnstein Aassve
Guido Alfani
Francesco Billari
Nicoletta Balbo
Alessandra Casarico
Catherine De Vries
Dirk Hovy
Francesco Passarelli
Marco Percoco
Paolo Pin
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There are historical moments that have a strong
influence on individuals, households, and
societies. The Covid19 pandemic, and its

spread during the early months of 2020, starting
from China and East Asia, moving to Southern
Europe towards the rest of the world, will be one of
these moments - a watershed. History will refer to
the post-Covid-crisis era, and scholars, social
scientists in particular, will try to seek the impact of
what happened (as well as to reconstruct what
happened), for decades. To use a well-entrenched
idea in the social sciences, the Covid19 pandemic is
a discontinuity in our history. What can we say
about the consequences of this crisis on societies,
and in particular on social cohesion? While it is
clearly too early to answer this question, we can try
to characterize these consequences according to a
‘standard’ three-fold view that social scientists
frequently adopt, distinguishing between macro-
level, meso-level, and micro-level consequences.
On the macro-level, societies are likely to be shaped
by the economic consequences and policy reactions
to the crisis, in particular concerning their openness
and interconnection. Covid19 hit in a period of
uneven economic development. The backlash
against economic and political globalization and the
rise of sovereignism as a response to perceived
uncertainty were there before the crisis. It is
therefore easy to imagine that, without explicit
changes and interventions, the Covid discontinuity
is bound to accelerate the push against having more
open and interconnected societies, with nationalist,
if not localist, political reactions. Higher levels of
sovereignism within societies could become a
challenge, more likely a risk, for social cohesion in
the whole world. This is even more important for
Europe-where the EU is ideally bound to the idea of
an even closer union. It is no coincidence that
policymakers such as Angela Merkel and Emmanuel
Macron jointly pushed for unprecedented moves
that change the economic functioning of the EU in
order to defend, at least within the union, societal
openness and interconnection.
At the meso-level, social and family networks will
also be shaped by the crisis, in particular given the

It is undeniable - pandemics in history have
created devastating shocks. But regardless of the
mortality of the single pathogen (be it Plague or
Coronavirus) and looking at the long-term
impacts, what causes results at times very
different from one another? «The starting
economic and social conditions», explains Guido
Alfani, Full Professor of history of economics at
Bocconi. In Plague and Lethal Epidemics in the Pre-
Industrial World, published in the Journal of
Economic History togetherwith TommyMurphy
and in Pandemics and asymmetric shocks: Lessons
from the history of plagues on Vox.eu, Alfani
highlights precisely these differences. «Let’s take
the case of Europe. In the fourteenth century, the
plaguemassacredmore or less 50% of the
population everywhere, in a continent that was
fairly homogeneous from a socio-economic point
of view,» explains Alfani. «This generalized
rebalancing betweenmen and resources had
long-term positive consequences for
development.» It went differently during the
seventeenth century plague, which struck in a
more localized way in the countries of Southern
Europe: «In this case, the demographic loss
caused a development gap between North and

FRANCESCO BILLARI
Dean of the Faculty,

Full Professor
of Demography,

Bocconi University

by Francesco Billari@

The Covid19 era represents a discontinuity in history that will leave
its mark on society, family and individuals. It will affect social cohesion,
and the attitude towards risk and towards other generations,
phenomena that will remain over time and will be studied by social scientists

Watershed on Three levels

GUIDO ALFANI
The message of History
Is Unpredictability
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Bocconi professorsArnsteinAassve,ChenPeng,
NicolòCavalli and LetiziaMencariniwere carrying
out a survey called The Relationship Between Trust and
Institutions in theUnited Stateswhen theCovid19
pandemic broke out. The team, alongwithPierluigi
Conzo at theUniversity of Turin, jumpedat the
chance to adjust their questionnaire tomeasure how
these attitudes are playing out during thehealth
emergency. The surveymapped100 individuals daily
for 10 days starting on6April. After a 20-day break,
the teamwent back starting in earlyMay and re-
interviewed the samepeople in order to understand
whether they changed their opinions as the situation
worsened. Theywere still reviewing the results in
mid-June.
«I amexcited about it, becausewe really captured the
unfolding of the pandemic.We just turned around
and said, lets jump in, let’s get in the field,» said
Arnstein Aassve, Professor inDemography.
As amethodology, they opted for openended
questions like «Towhat extent do you trustDonald
Trump» asking forwritten responses, and then
applied techniques like datamining and text analysis
to drawout any patterns. Thequestions focus on
levels of trust for theWorldHealthOrganization,
science, socialmedia, theU.S. government and the
U.S. president. It should indicatewhetherU.S.
PresidentDonald Trump’s attack on theWHOwill
create polarization among theAmericanpublic.
«It’s kind of a bottom-up approach to try to
understandwhat trust reallymeans, rather than
asking respondents to give a score from1 to 10,» he
said.
Thenext step is to ask people taking the survey if
theywould bewilling to provide their Google
Takeout data, so to compare their responses to
actualmovements during the lockdown.
Another project looks atwhat happens to fertility
rates during and after Covid19. «Themedia has
suggested that therewould be ababyboom, but
our prediction is that fertilitywill go down. People

are losing their jobs andexperience strong
uncertainty about the future. At the same time,

childcarewas re-internalizedduring the
lockdown –oftenplacing a heavier
burdenonwomen.Noneof these
factors are conducive to having
more children» said Aassve.

GUIDO ALFANI
Full professor

of Economic History,
Bocconi University

ARNESTEIN AASSVE
Full Professor

of Demography,
Bocconi University

ARNSTEINAASSVE
Capturing Changing Social Attitudes
TowardsGovernment in theU.S.
as thePandemicUnfolds

THE PAPER
Pandemics and social capital: From the Spanish flu of
1918-19 to Covid19, by Arnstein Aassve, Guido Alfani,
Francesco Gandolfi, Marco Le Moglie

South of Europe, leading to negative and lasting
consequences for the southern countries most
affected ». In addition, with colleagues Aassve,
Gandolfi and Le Moglie, in the study Pandemics
and social capital: From the Spanish flu of 1918-19 to
Covid19, Alfani assessed the permanent
consequences of the pandemic on individual
behavior: «We have found that the social
disturbances during that period led to a long-term
deterioration of social confidence, which had
important economic consequences.» Making a
parallel with the emergency going on today, the
authors highlight the importance of a strong
response to Covid19: «Themessage is that history
is unpredictable,» concludes Alfani. «It shows us
that we cannot know who will suffer the worst
consequences in the long run, so it is important
for everyone that the response today shows unity
and solidarity at European level».
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Researchersthatstudyinfectiousdiseasesarewellaware
ofthedecisiverolethatsocialcontactsplayintheir
spread.Regardingthisarea,Covid19attractedthe
interestofdemographersandepidemiologistsforits
particular lethalityforolderpopulationgroups. «Inthe
firstpartofthestudy,whichhasalreadybeenpublished,
wedealwithpreciselythisaspect, that is, thespreadofthe
epidemicandintergenerationalcontacts,studyingthe
latter’strendsinvariouscountries,»explainsNicoletta
Balbo,afacultymemberattheDepartmentofSocialand
PoliticalSciences.«Fortheempiricalanalysiswe
combineddemographicdatafromseveralsurveysthat
offer informationonco-residencesandintergenerational
contactsofpeopleover60indifferentcountries,with
datatypicallyusedinepidemiology,extractedfrom
diariesbyindividualswhowereaskedtotoreportall their
contactsinoneday.Theresultwasthatbothtypesofdata
offerasimilarpicture: incountriesinSouthernEurope,
suchasItalyandSpain,thereismorecontactbetween
youngpeople,adultsandtheelderly.» Theresearchhas
nowreacheditssecondphase, inwhichsomesocio-
demographicareas(structuredbyageofthepopulation,
numberofcontactsandheterogeneitybyageofthese
contacts)areenteredintoepidemiologicalmodelsto
observehowtheepidemicscenariovariesaseachof
themchanges.«Understandinghowtheseelements
influencedtheinitialspreadofthepandemiccanalso
servetoinformpredictivemodels,»continuesthefaculty
member,whoiscompletingtheresearchwithcolleagues
AlessiaMelegaroandFrancescoBillari.«The
demonstrationofhowtheindividuals’socialcontacts
movetodayshouldadvisehowandwheretointerveneto
limitthechancesofcontagionoridentifythesubjects
mostatrisk.Theimportanceofsocialcontactshasalways
beenatthecenterofepidemiologicalstudies,butCovid
hasacceleratedtheircombinationwithsocio-
demographicdata,unitingtwoworldsthatpreviously
tendedtothinkautonomouslyandthatnowhave
becomesynergistic.Thestudyalsoconfirmsthe
importanceof eachcountry’ssocio-demographic
characteristics, thepopulation’sagestructure,the
culture,thefamilymodel,andtheinstitutionaland
welfaresetting.Becauseeverythingis interconnected,
andnoaspectcanbeignoredwhenfacingapandemicof
thistype.»

NICOLETTA BALBO
EpidemiologywithDemography,
Studying Intergenerational Contacts

fact that Covid19 spreads through close contacts-
many of which have happened within the family,
household or other residential contexts, as well as at
work. Physical distancing, with the reduction of the
strength of network ties, has been widely used a
policy response. The presence of strong family ties
including co-residence and contacts across
generations has been hypothesized as an important
risk factor for the spread of Covid. Strong network
ties have moved to the digital world, for those who
could afford it, i.e. those not on the wrong side of
the digital divide. As a consequence, the Covid19
discontinuity is likely to become a crucial push
towards the digitalization of social and family
networks - digital ties will become social ties in an
irreversible way. At the micro-level of individuals,
impacts are likely to be shaped by the Covid crisis
in different ways according to their age and socio-
economic status (as well as their place of residence).
While older individuals have suffered the heavier
health burden of the virus in the hardest-hit areas,
children and youth have suffered high social
(through the physical closure of schools and
universities) and economic consequences even in
areas that have been less hit by the health crisis.
Every individual who passed away because of the
pandemic left a number of family members
bereaved. Moreover, the negative consequences of
the crisis were less buffered by the disadvantaged at
all ages. As a discontinuity, the pandemic will

THE PAPER
The strength of family ties and Covid-19, by Nicoletta Balbo,
Francesco C. Billari, and Alessia Melegaro
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Evidence from past economic crises indicates
that recessions often have a greater impact on
male-dominated sectors. But the Covid19
lockdown may end up having a greater effect on
women’s employment than men, according to
two separate studies.
Women’s Work, Housework and Childcare, before
and during Covid19 (2020, CEPR Covid Economics
28: 70-90) was carried out by Daniela Del Boca,
Maria Cristina Rossi andNoemi Oggero (at
Collegio Carlo Alberto & University of Turin) and
Paola Profeta (Bocconi University & Dondena)
using survey data collected in April 2020 from a
representative sample of about 1,000 Italian
women. The study analyzes jointly the effect of
the emergency on working arrangements,
housework and childcare of couples where both
partners work. Results show that most of the
additional workload of household chores from
the lockdown falls on women, while childcare
activities are more equally shared within the
couple than housework.
In a family where both partners were working
from home, 65% of women increased the amount
of housework they did, while only 40% of men did
so. In terms of childcare, the increase for men
rose to 60%.
«If we consider that Covid increased the extra
work for the family in terms of housework and
childcare and most of it fell on women, we have a
very high risk that female workplace participation
could fall, and this is a big problem, because it is
already quite low in Italy,» said Paola Profeta,
Associate Professor of Public Economics, and
coordinator of the Dondena Gender Initiative at
the Dondena Research Center for Social
Dynamics and Public Policy.
According to the Global Gender Gap Report 2020,
Italy ranks 76 out of 153 countries in terms of
gender equality.
In The Gendered Effects of Covid, Associate
Professor of Public Economics Alessandra
Casarico and Salvatore Lattanzio
(University of Cambridge) have two
objectives: to evaluate how business
closures impact female occupations, and
to examine how public policy mediates the
effects of the emergency on women’s
work. This study is still underway, though

it hints that the impact is higher for women
workers because more of them are employed in
sectors which were more harshly hit by the
lockdown and which opened up later, when
restrictions started being lifted, said Casarico.
«What was surprising is that men and women are
equally involved in the essential sectors that
were never locked down, but 72% of those
returning to work first were men,» said Casarico,
who is also member of the Dondena Research
Center of Social Dynamics and Public Policy. In
addition, it is young women aged below 30 who
were kept out of the labor market the longest,
with potentially negative consequences on their
career prospects.

ALESSANDRA CASARICO
PAOLA PROFETA
Working from Home, Housework
and Childcare: How Families Divide
the Workload
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during COVID-19 by Daniela Del Boca, Noemi Oggero, Paola Pro-
feta and Maria Cristina Rossi
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To understand the impact of Covid19 on public
opinion, old paradigms are not enough.
Epidemiology can reveal how the virus spread, but
not how people reacted. An interdisciplinary
approach can shed a clearer light on thoughts,
hopes and fears triggered by the health
emergency. A trio of Bocconi academics
specializing in computer science, demographics
and infectious diseases teamed up to analyze 6.5
million tweets over the course of the pandemic in a
project that should be completed this summer.
Dirk Hovy (Associate Professor of Computer
Science, Department of Marketing)Nicoletta
Balbo (Assistant Professor in the Department of
Social and Political Sciences) and AlessiaMelegaro
(Associate Professor at the Department of Social
and Political Sciences) are trying to augment
regular numbers-based analysis of the spread of
the virus by studying its effects on people. Does it
affect age groups differently? Are peoplemore
worried about health, or the economy? Are women
andmenworried about different aspects?
«We also want to look into the spread of
misinformation, like false claims about drinking
bleach or that 5G towers spread the virus,» says
Hovy, who was joined by his post-doctorates
DeboraNozza, Federico Bianchi, and Tommaso
Fornaciari.
A few conclusions already stand out. «Obviously
the overall mood is not good, but there are
glimmers of hope and satisfaction with
how the government has coped,» he
says. The emotional impact of the
arrival of medical teams from Cuba
and Russia was strong enough to
show up in the team’s statistical
models – indicating it is something
that other countries could do in the
future.
Their goal is to use the
conclusions to show patterns and
correlations in the data that
could be useful for policymakers.

Communication is also the topic of the paper
Words can hurt: How political communication can
change the pace of an epidemic by Lucas Argentieri
Mariani, and Bocconi PhD students Jessica
Gagete-Miranda and Paula Rettl. Howmuch
impact can political leaders have on compliance? In
Brazil, President Jair Bolsonaro disrespected
measures implemented by health authorities
during a country-wide pro-government
demonstration that took place amid the Covid19
outbreak. The authors conclude that Bolsonaro’s
behavior increased the pace of diffusion.

DIRK HOVY
Capturing the Public’s Emotional
Response to the Health Crisis
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change the trajectories of individuals in ways that
will need to be studied for years, and that are likely
to change attitudes towards risk and other
generations.
The potential social consequences of the Covid19
crisis at the level of societies, networks and
individual are likely to be negative, except perhaps
for the boost to the digitalization of life. The
negative impacts may be more important for frailer
societies, households, and individuals. For these
reasons, policymakers and key stakeholders,
including business leaders, must intervene, using
the best available evidence, in order to limit, or
hopefully cancel, the threat to social cohesion that
the pandemic constitutes. �

Governments in Europe have experienced
a short-term bump in popularity during
the Covid19 pandemic as people initially
unite behind their leaders. But to what
extent could this desire for government
action eventually threaten liberal
democratic norms? Two recent papers
shed light on how the coronavirus health
emergency interacts with liberal political
practices. In How Italy’s Coronavirus
Lockdown Affected Government Support in
other European Countries, Catherine E. De
Vries (Bocconi University), Bert N. Bakker
(University of Amsterdam), Sara B. Hobolt
(London School of Economics and Political
Science) and Kevin Arceneaux (Temple
University) it was clear that people in France,
Germany, Poland and Spain rallied around their
governments when the lockdown began, says
Catherine De Vries, Full Professor at Bocconi’s
Department of Social and Political Sciences.
Yet steps like restricting public gatherings,
closing borders and curtailing individuals’
movement to contain the spread of the virus are
in danger of eroding liberal democratic
institutions. In the paper Covid19 and the Threat
to Liberal Democratic Norms, De Vries, Hobolt,
Arceneaux and Bakker try to answer the
question «howmuch are you willing to give up in

terms of your freedoms to flatten the
curve?»
The team ran an experiment online
asking people in the U.S. and the U.K. to
choose between two sets of policy
proposals they prefer for a lockdown.
Should social distancing be mandatory
or voluntary? Is postal voting ok? What
about postponing elections? Can
protests be prohibited?
In the U.S. and the U.K., people are in
support of liberal values, «but there is
definitely a tension,» says De Vries.
«People are very outcome-focused and

they want to stop the virus. That makes them
support some things that we as political scientists
see as liberal rights built up over the years. Clearly
what is not popular is to have no health
restrictions at all. But illiberal methods, like
indefinitely postponing elections, are not popular
either. So what we are seeing is kind of in the
middle.»

CATHERINE DE VRIES
The Trade-off Between Restrictive Health Measures and Liberal Norms

THE PAPER
Crisis Signaling: How Italy's Coronavirus Lockdown Affec-
ted Incumbent Support in Other European Countries by
Catherine E. De Vries, Bert N. Bakker, Sara Hobolt, Kevin Arceneaux
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Balancingabranchofscientificresearch
committedtowonderingwonderingwhat
happenedandhowitwaspossible, another
equally importantoneisbeginningto
questionthefutureofpost-Covidhumanity.
Theresearchonthelong-lastingeffectsof
Covid19amongEUcitizens isatthecentreof
animpressivesurvey launchedbythe
transnationalproject Covid19andEuropeans’
PoliticalAttitudeswhichaimstoinvestigate
howthepandemichaschangedpeople’s
attitudestowards institutionsandtheir
policiesandcantherefore influencetheirnext
electoralchoices.G.Daniele,A.
Martinangeli,W.SasandL.Windsteiger
arealsopartofthegroupofresearchers.«In
thebackgroundthere isthewill, firstofall, to
verifythewidespreadbelief that indramatic
circumstancesthere isagreaterpropensitytowards
authoritarianpolicies»,commentsFrancesco
Passarelli,professorofEuropeanEconomicPolicy,«but
thesurvey iscomposedofdozensofquestionsand
thereforeofferscues inmanydirections, from
considerationsonsolidarityamongindividualsand
countriestoexpectationstowardssupranational

institutions». Inordertograspthecausal
effectofCovidontheanswersofthe
interviewees, thesurveyadoptedan
experimental techniquethatconsists in
changingthesequenceofsomequestions in
arandomwayand isnowbeginningtogive
its firstresults, insomewayssurprising.
«Fromafirstanalysisofthedataweareable
to identifysomeeffects»,saysPassarelli.
«Covid infacthasstrengthenedpeople’s
confidenceinscienceandlawenforcement
but,at thesametime, ithasreducedtheir
confidenceinpolitics, theEuropeanUnion
andtheCommunity’s institutions.Returning
tothequestionofthepossibleemergenceof
newphenomenaofpopulism,thedatashow
thatthedemandforauthoritarianismonthe
partofEuropeancitizenshasdeclined,but

thestrengtheningofananti-systemsentimentcreatesa
fertilegroundforpopulistproposalsamongEuropean
citizens.Anotherelementtounderline isthatthe
demandforpublicwelfarewouldseemtobeshrinking,
especially if it isgiventoimmigrantsorpopulationsof
Europeanstatesotherthantheirown,as ifCovid, inthe
end,hasmadeusallmoreselfish».

FRANCESCO PASSARELLI
How lockdown changes political attitudes in the EU
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AstudybyMaurizioMalpede,MarcoPercocoand
ValentinaBosettifromtheGREENresearchcenterat
BocconiUniversityshows,inparticular,adecreaseinPM2.5
andPM10particulatesandinnitrogendioxide,intheweeks
followingtheoutbreakinthemetropolitanareasofWuhan
andMilan.
Theresearchersdonotlimitthemselvestoapre-andpost-
restrictionspicture,asthesatellitephotographswehave
seeninthesedaysdo.Onthecontrary,theirdatausethe
dailymeasurementsofdozensofcontrolunitsandtakeinto
accountclimaticandatmosphericconditions.Theauthors
canthuscalculatenotonlythevariationintheconcentration
ofpollutants,butalsotheportionofthereductiondueto
Covid19.
Thestudyhighlightsverysignificantreductions,butlower
thanthosesuggestedbysatellitephotographs.InMilan
(wherethefavorableclimaticconditionswouldhave
cleanedtheairevenintheabsenceofrestrictions)onlya
portionbetweenonesixthandonethirdofthetotal
reduction,dependingonthetypeofpollutant,canbe
attributedtotheCovid19effect.InWuhan,ontheother
hand,Covid19isabiggerfactorandisresponsibleforabout
halfthetotalreduction.
InMilan,then,Covid19isresponsiblefora9.4%reductionin
PM10,6.79%inPM2.5and8.68%innitrogendioxide.
InWuhan,thepercentagesare9.05%forPM10,11.78%for
PM2.5and21.55%fornitrogendioxide.
IntheBeijingarea,whichhasundergonemilderrestrictive
measures,thereductions,dependingonthepollutant,
rangefrom0.10%to0.22%.«Sincepollutionmakes
respiratorydiseasessuchasCovid19moredangerousand
haslong-termnegativeeffectsonhumanorganisms»,says
MarcoPercoco,DirectorofGREEN,«thereductionin
pollutantsislikelytosavemanylivesandimprovethe
prospectsofchildren,whoareonlymarginallyaffectedby
thecontagion».InChina,withthelooseningofsocial
distancingmeasures,theconcentrationvaluesarereturning
totheirpre-Covid19levels.«InItaly»,saysProfessorPercoco,
«ifweobservethatsmartworkingdoesnotreduce
productivity,wecouldtaketheopportunitytorethinkthe
waywework,consideringtheenvironmentalbenefits».
Thesurveyalsohighlightsunexpectedchangesinthe
concentrationofotherpollutants,whichcannotyetbe
explained.CarbonmonoxideisrisingbothinChinaand
inItaly,whileozonedecreasesinChina,butnotinItaly.

MARCO PERCOCO
Social Distancing Also Benefits
the Environment

Thelockdownimposedorsuggestedinmanycountries
aroundtheworldtocontainCovid19hasalreadyshownits
greatesteffectivenesswheremostpeoplecompliedwith
restrictions.Thisevidencehaspromptednewquestions
abouttheroleandvalueofindividualchoices.
«Ihavealwaysdealtwithsocialrelationnetworksandgame
theorytostudyhowideas,newsandtrendsspreadwithina
society,»summarizesPaoloPin,Professorof
Microeconomicsandco-authoroftheCovid19study:Unless
onegetseveryonetoact,policiesmaybeineffectiveoreven
backfire.«AtthebeginningoftheyearIwasplanninga
vaccinationstudy,butthenthisviruscameandIdecidedto
changetargets.However,thegoalisnotverydifferent:we
wanttodemonstratethat,whenyouwanttolimitthe
spreadofsomething,requirementsmustbeadheredto,
especiallybythosesubjectsorsocialgroupsthathavethe
mostcontacts.Ironically,ifpeoplewithlotsofcontacts
reducethemproportionallylessthanthosewhodon’thave
many,theriskisthatthediseasewillbeincubated,makingit
endemicandthereforemakingcontainmentpolicies
counterproductive.»Tovalidatewhathasbeenworkedout
intheory,thestudycross-referencesdatarelatingtothe
spreadofthecoronaviruswiththatofsocialcontacts.Data
wastakenfromtheaggregatedinformationprovidedby
severalsocialnetworks,datasetsfromphonecompanies
andthemanysurveyscarriedoutinrecentweeks.A
directcorrelationbetweeninfectionsandcontactsin
anevolutionaryspanof2-4weeksinmacro-areas
suchasItalianRegionsorUSstateswillthenbe
evaluated. «Confirmingthatwhereaquarantine
wasimposed,containmentwasfaster,whilewhere
therewasmoreroomforindividualchoices,the
measureswerelesseffective,»predictsthe
professor.«SoIdon’texpectsurprises,.
Buttheresearch aimstooffernew
datatothedebateonthevalueof
thechoicesofindividuals.Andit
shouldnotonlybeconsideredon
asmallscale,withinmunicipalities
orcities,thereshouldbea
considerationofthe
significancewhenaregionora
statewithinacommunityis
makingdifferentchoices.»

PAOLO PIN
HowMuch Are Individual
Choices Worth
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Social distancing measures following covid-19 epidemics
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How will the post Covid19 recovery look like?
Will it be «V-shaped» or «Swoosh-shaped»?
It is a crucial question: for companies that

are redrafting their plans for the next few years,
and for governments and central banks that are
calibrating the economic policies that will have to
accompany the recovery.
There are two different theses among economists.
Larry Summers, ex-US Treasury Secretary and
Harvard former President, leans towards the V-
shape hypothesis. On May 22, during a virtual
seminar held at Princeton, he argued we will
remember the pandemic as much as we
remembered 9/11 on Christmas 2001: mostly, it will
be forgotten. Paul Krugman also thinks more or
less like along these lines.
On the opposite side there are Barrero, Bloom and
Davis, respectively at ITAM in Mexico City,
Stanford Graduate School of Business, and Booth
School of Business in Chicago, who in early May
published «Covid19 Is Also a Reallocation Shock»
where they argue that recovery will be slow,
because it will require extensive reallocation of
capital and labor: from industries that will
disappear in the aftermath of Covid to industries
that will conversely boom. Reallocations take time:
pushing for faster recovery would mean preventing
them, at a very high cost: it would mean to waste
the Covid crisis opportunity. The implications for
businesses and policymakers are evident. Betting
on the wrong hypothesis means, for a company,
either prolonging an unsustainable situation or
miss an unrepeatable opportunity. Ditto for
economic policy actors. Who’s right?
Marco Pagano, Christian Wagner and Josef
Zechner, the first one at the Frederick II
University of Naples, and the other two at the
University of Vienna, in Disaster Resilience and
Asset Prices released on May 17th, look at option
prices and find evidence in favor of the second
hypothesis. Looking back, and controlling for
traditional risk premium measures, Pagano,
Wagner and Zechner document that the US stock
market already before Covid was rewarding
companies with business models more compatible

FRANCESCO GIAVAZZI
Senior Professor
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by Francesco Giavazzi@

Frombusinesses to governments, the actions to be put in place to restart the economy
must first consider whether the effects of the Covid crisis will be long lasting or pass
quickly. Financialmarkets are already placing a premiumon resilient companies,
sending a signal to investors about the future of the recovery

V-shapedorSwoosh-Shaped?

with social distancing, suggesting awareness of
epidemic risk ahead of the pandemic outbreak of
2020.
Looking ahead - looking at option prices in the US
stock market until the end of April to measure
market expectations after the start of the pandemic
- the above paper finds that this continues to be
true today. Over a two-year time horizon, investors
expect the stocks of the most pandemic-resistant
companies to produce significantly lower returns
than the less resilient ones, reflecting their lower
exposure to catastrophic risk. These differences
are enormous in the case of some companies.
For example, in early April 2020, the expected
return on equity for low resilience companies such
as Royal Caribbean and United Airlines was
around 60% and 40% respectively, while high
resilience companies such as Apple and Microsoft
paid between 3% and 4%. In other words, market
prices of some companies are unusually low
because investors, perhaps thinking about the
pandemic, consider them very exposed to high risk.
And does this matter for the speed of recovery? It
does matter a lot! Market valuations are signaling
investors to focus on the more resilient companies
and stay away from the less resilient ones. The
market is sending the right signal. In fact, cruise
ship with thousands of passengers crammed on
decks are unlikely to have a future. The same
applies to airline companies. Instead, the price of
Zoom shares has doubled in less than six months
because registrations on the platform have
exploded.
And so, is the future going to be V or Swoosh? If
the recovery is accompanied by a deep reallocation
in output, and therefore of labor and capital
inputs, it will take time, certainly much more time
than the alternative hypothesis of returning to the
world as we knew it until last year. A Swoosh
recovery would be a slower one, but it would lead
us to a more resilient world. Governments, if they
safeguard non-resilient businesses, for example by
keeping airlines afloat that have no future, are
hindering the transition to a more resilient
world.�
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Economics and epidemiologymeet inCosts and
Benefits of Social Distancing, a study being carried out
by JérômeAdda, Full Professor in theDepartment of
Economics. This project aims to provide a
comparative cost-effectiveness analysis of public
policies during theCovid19 epidemic in France,
examining social distancing, testing, andprotective
measures like hand-washing andwearing amask.
The goal is to have onemore item in the tool kit to
help policymakers take rational decisions. «Wewant
to deepenour understanding of how individuals
perceive the threat of the infection,» he says. «What
are the beliefs that guide their behavior? You can tell
people towear amask, and theymayormaynot
believe you.»
The cost analysis is not the focus of the study, says
Adda. «The key ismore to look atwhat kindof
policies should be implemented tominimize the
infection.» Themodel is a cross between
epidemiology and economics, so it also
incorporates behavior. Epidemiological
models tend to leave behavior out.
«There is a lot ofwork to bedone in termsof
integrating behavior andbeliefs intomodels
currently used for predicting an epidemic, but
which are poor in predicting behavior,» he notes.
Adda is alsoworking on a second research
project, withPaoloPinotti, Associate Professor in
Economics at theDepartment of Social and
Political Sciences, using data to examine the cultural
normsof howpeople comply (or donot comply)with
health recommendations.«Weare looking at
measures of trust, and trust in government in
general, and seehow that effects people’s respect for
recommendations,» says Adda. Thepair are
crunching tracking data fromGoogle formillions of
people across Europe, Asia and theUS, plus
information from theWorld Values Survey that
reveals people’s attitudes towards governments and
other people. Research is ongoing andwill be
concluded in a fewmonths.
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That Is theEconomicQuestion

JÉRÔME ADDA
The Interaction Between Beliefs,
Behavior and Epidemiology

THE PROJECT
TheCosts and Benefits of Social Distancing projectby J Jérôme
Adda aims to provide a comparative cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)
of public policies undertaken in real-life conditions during the Covid-19
epidemic in France
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The Covid19 outbreak in the early months of
2020 signaled a new watermark for the
economy and, consequently, the financial

industry. The Covid19 crisis is profoundly different
from the 2007-2009 financial crisis and the 2011-
2013 sovereign debt crisis . First, it hits the real
economy directly, combining supply interruptions
due to global chain disruptions with demand freezes
following lockdowns. Second, it constitutes an
exogenous, sudden and symmetric shock to
numerous economies. As such, it requires different
policy responses than the previous crises. The most
urgent need relates to the provision of liquidity to
companies, of all sizes. This liquidity has been
injected either directly through government lending
and central bank financing policies or through the
banking sector, mostly in the form of payment
moratoria and state guarantees. For instance, in
March 2020, the European Central Bank (ECB)
eased the conditions of its Targeted Longer-Term
Refinancing Operations (TLTRO III) to support
firms’ access to bank credit, enlarged the list of
corporate collateral eligible assets, and expanded
the range of assets eligible for its purchases under
the Corporate Sector Purchase Program (CSPP) to
include non-financial commercial paper. At the
same time, several Eurozone governments offered
export guarantees, liquidity assistance, and credit
lines to firms, through their respective national
development banks, ranging from 38.6% of GDP in
Germany and 29.8% of GDP in Italy, to 14% in
France and 9.1% in Spain (Anderson et al., 2020).
Despite the massive policy responses, various
important concerns remain. A first issue relates to
firm solvency. As liquidity reaches companies
through debt, it increases their leverage, hence
raising their default risk and leaving them
vulnerable, with little room to invest and grow. In
addition, the crisis is likely to lead to a substantial
drop in firm profits, thus reducing firm
capitalization. For example, using a representative
sample of Italian firms, Carletti et al. (2020) find
that a 3-month lockdown entails an aggregate yearly
drop in profits of €170 billion, with an implied

equity erosion of €117 billion for the whole sample,
and €31 billion for distressed firms, that is firms
that would end up with negative equity book value
after the shock. As a consequence of these losses,
about 17% of the sample firms, whose employees
account for 8.8% of total employment in the
sample, become distressed. The equity shortfall and
the incidence of distress are concentrated among
small and medium enterprises, with a distress rate
of 18.1% relative to 14.3% for the medium firms
and 6.4% for the large firms, and in the
manufacturing and wholesale trading sectors. These
results highlight the urgent need to think about firm
solvency, not just liquidity, and to inject new equity
into viable firms.
Some governments are already moving in that
direction. The German federal government has
already allocated €100 billion to inject equity and
buy stakes in (large) companies affected by the
Covid19 shock via the so-called Economic
Stabilization Funds, €50 billion in direct grants to
distressed one-person businesses and micro-
enterprises, and €2 billion to expand venture
capital financing to start-ups, new technology
companies and small businesses. This federal
funding is complemented with some regional
initiatives. Meanwhile, the equity injections
provided to firms by other Eurozone governments
pale in comparison to the German figures, in
particular due to the existing significant sovereign

by Elena Carletti@

The crisis we are experiencing, unlike the previous ones, has affected the real
economyand not the financial sector. The need for new liquidity for businesses
and the risks associatedwith their solvency have given banks a leading role.
Will they overcome the stress of a possible newwave of non-performing loans?

Banks back at the center (as
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What can make a company more resilient to the
Covid19 shock that has upended financial
markets? The question is recurrent among
researchers and has promptedMario Daniele
Amore, professor in the Department of
Management & Technology, to do a study to
verify whether family ownership made a
difference. The research, conducted with
colleagues Fabio Quarato and Valerio Pelucco,
examined the performance of 350 Italian listed
companies by analyzing their daily stock prices
from the beginning of January to the end of April
2020. «Controlling for differences in size and
industry, the result is that, on average, family
companies have a stock performance which is 8%
higher than the others,» explains Amore. The
objective was then to find confirmation for
potential interpretations of the data. To do
this, data on stock performance was
supplemented by data on corporate
organization, i.e. the structure of
command, internal organization,
implementation or not of remote
working, changes in work shifts, and
more generally, changes in market
strategy.
«What is emerging is that the
companies that have reacted best are
those where the family is present both
as controlling shareholder and
corporate leader, typically as CEO,»
continues the Bocconi professor. «In
the eyes of investors, some
characteristics of the vision of family
entrepreneurs, for instance their long-
term horizon and desire to give
continuity to the firm, are guarantees
of the ability that these companies
have to implement organizational
changes. They can leverage their
superior knowledge of local conditions
and the better relations they maintain with
employees and stakeholders. As for the forms
of governance, no dominant model was
identified, but the fact that the sample was made
of listed companies, which are subject to greater
transparency requirements and are typically
more open to the external world, confirms what

we have been saying for some time. Namely, that
complementarity between the owning family and
qualified external managers is decisive to deal
successfully with even the most complicated
situations.»

MARIO DANIELE AMORE
A Family Company Is More Resilient
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Paradoxically, news about Covid is good for the
stockmarket. In themoments immediately
following the daily official announcements on
victims and infections, stockmarkets rise. This is
what emerges from an analysis conducted by
MarianoMax Croce, full professor of Finance at
Bocconi, and two PhD students, Paolo Farroni and
IsabellaWolfskeil. The researchers consider the
markets of 15 countries and build two datasets on
the dissemination of information on Covid19: a
dataset that includes official announcements and
one that includes tweets from themajormedia (a
measure of the dissemination of information) and
their retweets (ameasure of market attention to
the pandemic trend).
The three scholars analyze the relationship
between information dissemination and financial
market trends, giving scientific evidence of some
trends andmaking some counterintuitive
observations. «The rise of themarkets in the
moments immediately following the
announcements», explains Croce, «seems to be
due to the effect of dissipating uncertainty. When
the announcement arrives, the stock exchanges
react positively because an element of uncertainty

In the thick of the lockdown, Tito Boeri, Full
Professor of Labor Economics at Bocconi, analyzed
the work-safety trade-off in six European
economies along with Alessandro Caiumi
(Fondazione Rodolfo Debenedetti and Bocconi)
andMarco Paccagnella (OECD). In absence of

personal
protection
equipment, they
concluded, less
than half of the
jobs could have
been considered
safe, even after
relaxation of
mobility
constraints and
allowing for
limited face-to-
face contact. The
share of safe jobs
was calculated to
vary from 42.93%

in Spain to 49.17% in Sweden, with Italy at 46.23%,
the UK at 47,71%, France at 47.87% and Germany
at 48.93%.
In particular, the authors estimated that around
15% of the jobs in Europe were being carried out
remotely at the end of March, as opposed to 10% in
normal times, but that a share from 24% to 31%
could potentially be carried out from home and be
thus considered completely safe. «These jobs are
mainly concentrated in services. Professors,
engineers, lawyers, architects are just some
examples of the occupations included in this
category». Envisaging a lift of the strictest
limitations of the lockdown, the authors added up
jobs involving limitedmobility away from home
and no personal contact (veterinarians, animal
caretakers, foresters and conservation workers,
archivists, jewellers, chemists, etc.); and limited
mobility and infrequent and safe face-to-face
contact (mechanics, plumbers, electricians, drivers,
etc.), thus reaching the 40-50% share of jobs.

Unfortunately, the fraction of safe jobs is
particularly low inmost of the strategic industries
involved in the war against coronavirus, notably
those that could help enhance capacity in the
health sector. Furthermore, the option to call
younger workers back to work, as they appear to
have amuch lower risk, would have been less
effective than expected, because the young are
under-represented in unsafe jobs and a large share
of them, in Italy, live with vulnerable parents.

MARIANOMAX CROCE
WhyMarkets Grow (Yes, Grow)When
anOfficial Covid Announcement Arrives

TITO BOERI
Less than Half of Jobs Are Safe THE PAPER

Mitigating the work-security trade-off while rebooting
the economy by Tito Boeri, Alessandro Caiumi, Marco Paccagnella
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debt obligations in some of these countries. To
overcome this asymmetry, Boot et al. (2020a,
2020b) have proposed the creation of a new
European Pandemic Equity Fund (EPEF), in
charge of providing equity support particularly to
small and medium companies which would be
unable to easily fund equity funding elsewhere.
A second important concern relates to the banking
industry. Although the Covid19 pandemic is not a
financial shock in itself, it occurs at the end of a
decade of deep transformation of the financial
industry because of persistently low interest rates,
stricter regulation and competition from shadow
banks and new digital entrants. These phenomena
have contributed to increase the solvency of
financial institutions, but also to contain their
profitability and consequently market valuation, in
particular in Europe.
How the new crisis will play out for the banking
industry is highly uncertain. So far, banks have
coped quite well with the new situation despite the
very adverse real shock. Even more, banks are
back to the center stage of the intermediation chain
as they are being seen as a useful tool (by central
banks and fiscal authorities) to support the real
sector liquidity and financing needs. In addition,
they have significantly accelerate their digital
transformation due to the need for smart working
and remote operations. Yet, the severity of the crisis
may put banks under stress going forward, in
particular should large-scale insolvencies in the
business sector as well as among households emerge,
leading to a new surge of non-performing loans.�

disappears. In the countriesmost affected by the
epidemic, however, this effect is very short-lived: in
the following 60minutes, the prices drop, then
slowly rise again.» Unlike stocks, government bond
prices do not appear to be affected by
announcements, either positively or negatively.
The analysis of the positive or negative tone of the
tweets of the second dataset serves scholars to
derive an indicator «which represents a good
predictor of the future trend of themarkets»,
continues Croce. «Moreover, whereas in the event
of a sovereign debt crisis we canmonitor the trend
of risk by observing the prices of the credit default
swaps, for the pandemic risk we had no such tool.»
The Twitter-based dataset includes thousands of
observations and allows very reliable and fast
statistical analyses: «The tweets represent a real-
time thermometer of the sentiment of the
investors, consequently it can be a tool available to
themarket to predict the trend of quotations
depending on the trend of the pandemic,» says
Croce. Precisely for this reason, it could prove
useful, in the future, to avoid being caught by
surprise by emergencies of this kind.

THE PAPER
When the Markets Get CO.V.I.D.: COntagion, Viruses, and
Information Diffusion by Mariano Massimiliano Croce,
Paolo Farroni, Isabella Wolfskeil
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The quantity and quality of investments that
companies will decide to implement is the most
pressing management issue during the Covid19

crisis. We know from research that the investment
behavior of companies in times of crisis, especially in
situations of financial constraints, is sub-optimal. It
indiscriminately penalizes all categories of
investment, and those who cut down the most
recover the least in the post-crisis phase. The
current situation has all these characteristics. The
data tells us that at the beginning of 2020, 26% of
world companies with more than $10 million in
revenues had financial debt higher than their net
worth. Of the remaining 31%, there was a high risk
of a block in business cash flows which are vital for
investments, especially in medium-sized companies,
those that are strategic for the development of
economic activity: 12% because of operating losses
and 19% due to having an operating leverage greater
than 5. The financial tension that most companies
are experiencing therefore also depends on how
companies were at the beginning of the crisis, on the
investment errors they made, which they must not
repeat, as it already makes the crisis more serious.
Today, businesses and entrepreneurs must do the
right thing. And to better manage the most critical
aspect, i.e. investment behavior, three aspects are of
great importance.
First, you need to quickly divest from products,
markets, customers, projects that have proven
neither profitable nor growth drivers, so as to free
up managerial attention, the scarcer business
resource of all, as well as financial resources to be
devoted to priority investments. The efficiency of
investment processes, which is one of the reasons for
the superiority of the company as an organizational
form with respect to the market, requires the setting

by Andrea Dossi@

Time to invest for recovery. Three rules for not repeatingmistakes: divest quickly
fromunprofitable areas and products, realign strategy around the newpriorities of
business investment, and adopt sustainability as a criterion for capital budgeting
andmanagerial assessment

of simple and automatic internal processes and rules
to develop the ability to quickly exit investments with
uncertain results. Any position of weakness that
reduced the pre-crisis cash generation capacity and
has imploded in the crisis phase, thus absorbing
attention, remains weak in the post-crisis phase.
Nothing is better than a crisis to intervene decisively
to alter less than optimal situations.
Second, companies must have the courage to
prioritize investments, by putting strategic quality
first. There is no need to stress here how
fundamental investments in digital technology and
human capital are, which are inputs transversal to
any type of investment. Here we want to underline
three priorities for the three relevant business
macro-processes: innovation management,
operations management and customer management.
First of all, data on global companies with revenues
of more than $1 billion say that setting the value of
100 for total revenues at the beginning of 2020, the
share of resources dedicated to customer
management processes is relatively low, on average
around 25%. In very few sectors this share is
proportionate to resources devoted to business
operations. It is a sign of the scarce attention paid to
investments in customer proximity. As required by
the principles of the digital economy, attention must
be paid to maintaining a lasting relationship with the
customer, not only on sales transactions. Relational
commercial capital is the intangible asset tha can be
least imitated by competitors, and protects an
essential business resource, both for B2C and B2B.
After experiencing the difficulty of maintaining a
proactive business relationships during the
lockdown, firms must prioritize investments in
product, service and knowledge platforms to support
the nurturing of relationships with clients, co-opting
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HowCompaniesHaveto Invest
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SincetheonsetoftheCovid19outbreakinItaly,Carlo
Favero,FullProfessorofEconometricsatBocconi
DepartmentofFinance,hasbeenworkingatanadaptation
andcalibrationofthestandardSEIR(susceptible,exposed,
infectious,recovered)epidemiologicalmodeltothetrend
oftheepidemicinItaly.Heobservedthatmortalitydidn’t
matchthepredictionsofthestandardmodel,unlessthe
scarcityofintensivecarebedswereintroduced,thus
makingacompellingargumentfor“flatteningthecurve”.In
fact,easingthepressureonthehealthsystemwastheonly
waytomaketheintensivecareconstraintnot-bindingand
lowerthemortalityrate. 6weeksinto lockdown,though,
theurgetorestartatleastsomeactivitieswasclear.
ProfessorFavero,witheconomistsAndreaIchinoandAldo
Rustichini,extendedhismodelbydividingthepopulation
intotwoproductionsectorscharacterizedbydifferent
levelsofcoworkersproximityandthusbydifferent
infectionrisksandinto9agebrackets(from0-9to80+),
characterizedbyfatalityandhospitalizationratesthat
increasewithage.TheyalsocalculatedtheGDPeffectofa
returntoworkofpeopleinthoseagebracketsandsectors.
Theiraim:todeviseastaggeredlockdownexitstrategy
capableofbalancingpublichealthandeconomicneeds,
keepinginmindthat«eachsdeathduetothecurrent
epidemicisatragedy,butthesocial,mental,andeven
healthimplicationsofprolongedinactivityarealsotragic».
Whencalibrating forLombardyandVeneto,Faveroand
colleaguesfoundthattheonlypolicythatcausesthebasic
reproductionnumberR0toexceedthethresholdof1(thus
reignitingthepandemic)isacompletereturntonormality,
whileanumberofdifferentage/sectorcombinationsthat
warranteconomicrecoveryandlimithumanlossare
possible.Theyarenowincludinginthemodelthe
behavioralresponseofagentsto measurehowthe
evidenceonthediffusionofthevirusandassociated
lethalitychangestheattitudeofagentstosocialcontacts.
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Thefactthatnoeconomicsectorhasbeenimmunetothe
effectsofCovid19hasallowedmanytointerpretthe
pandemicasalevelingfactorcapableofflattening
differencesandapportioningeconomicpainequally.A
widespreadopinionthattheresearchstudyconductedby
VincenzoGalasso,ProfessorofPoliticalEconomy,hasset
outtoverifyempirically.«Weconductedalargesurveyin
twowaves,oneinlateMarchcovering8OECDeconomies,
andasecondinmid-Aprilexpandedto12countries,in
whichweaskedpeopletodescribetheirtrustininstitutions,
doctors,science,behaviorduringthelockdown,the
psychologicalimpacttheyfeltandtherepercussionsofthe
pandemicandresultingquarantineontheirwork»,
summarizesthememberoftheBocconifaculty.«Thedata
setwecollectedwasthereforebig,butwedecidedtofocus
onemploymentfromthestart.Asisclearrightfromthetitle
ofourstudy,Covidwasnoeconomicequalizer.InItaly,for
example,theimpactofthepandemiconthelabormarket
wasasstrongasitwasheterogeneous:45%ofItalians
stoppedworkinginmid-March,whileonly18%keptgoing
intowork;datasimilartowhatoccurredinFrance,butvery
differentfromGermany,wherethelockdownwasless
rigidandfurloughedonly25%ofworkers,while
50%continuedtogotoworkintheirusual
workplaces.»
«Ifwegointodetail,andlookatthesocial
strataaffected,however,weseethatinall
countriesthehighlyskilledemployeeswere
notaslikelytobeputonstandbyandhadmore
accesstosmartworkingsolutions.Bluecollar
workersandserviceworkerswereinitiallyforced
tostayathome,whilemorerecently,atleastinpart,
havereturnedtotheirjobs,»saysGalasso.«These
inequalitiesarealsoamatterofincome
disparities:almostoneoutoftwolow-
incomeworkershavesuffereda
contraction,whileonlyoneoutoffour
high-incomeworkershavebeen
dealtablowtotheirlivelihoods.In
short,Covidhasincreasedsocial
differences;certainly,ithasnot
reducedthemandonthewhole,
themostvulnerablepeoplehave
hadtofacetheworst
consequencesandhadtopay
thehighestpsychologicalprice».

VINCENZO GALASSO
Covid Was No Equalizer



«Utilitieswereperhapslessaffectedthanotherindustries,
butitscriticalissuesmustbewatched closelyinviewofthe
essentialservicesthatcompaniesinthissectorprovide»,
commentsAndreaGilardoni,whoteachesManagement
ofPublicUtilities.Forthisreason,inearlyMarch,theBocconi
facultymemberhadalreadystartedanInstantResearch
interviewingtopexecutivesof40largeutilities,representing
morethan50%ofthemarket.Theemergingpictureisthat
ofasectorwhichhasreactedpromptlyandinsynergywith
governmentinstitutions,alsobyvirtueofthepublicstakes
thatdistinguishmanyofthesecorporateactors,focusing
theireffortswherethenationalterritoryrequiredthem.
«Theindustryhassufferedadropinenergyconsumption,
whichhoweverneverexceeded30%.Demanddidnot
collapse;onthecontrary,forexamplewaterconsumption
hasincreasedincertainareas,andforthewholesectorthe
expectationisthatwithin24monthstherewillbeareturnto
pre-Covidlevels»,saysGilardoni.
«Therealsoexistsacriticalfactorlinkedtothenon-payment
ofutilitybillsbyhard-pressedusers,towhichcompanies
haverespondedbyaccordingdelaysinpaymentsand
providingcredit».However,themostinterestingaspectthat
emergedwasaboutinvestment.«Investmentprojectsin
progresshavebeenmaintained;constructionsitesare
behindschedulebutnonehavebeencanceled,»
continuesGilardoni.«Thesituationforthefutureis
different.Despitethegenerallypositivesentiment,
alltheplayersarewaitingforaclearintentiononthe
partofthegovernmenttoconfirmthepriorityofthe
utilityindustryfornationaldevelopmentand,more
generally,forachievingtheenergytransitionand

implementingtheEuropeanGreenDeal.
Theconstraintsaffectingthesectorhave
notchangedwithCovid;theyhavestayed
thesameforanumberofyearsnow.Just
considerthatItalyhasaninvestment
targetforrenewableenergyequivalent
toinstalling5GW/yearandweare
currentlybarelyabove1.Thehopeis
thatthisemergencywillbe
experiencedasanopportunityto
overcomeimpedimentstogreen
energybypromotingsimplification
andunlockinginvestment.»

ANDREA GILARDONI
Utilities Haven’t Been Hit Too Hard by
Covid, But Energy Transition Looms

HowhaveItaliansandBritonsreactedtothelockdown?
Havecontainmentmeasuresbeeneffective?Howdid
theyevaluatethemintermsofcostsandbenefits?And
whataftermathdidtheyleavebehindonpeople’s lives
andminds?Thesearesomeofthequestionsaddressed
bytheresearchstudyofPamelaGiustinelli,Assistant
ProfessorattheBocconiDepartmentofEconomics,with
colleagueGabriellaContiatUniversityCollegeLondon,
whichwasfundedbytheEuropeanResearchCouncil.
Thestudylooksatthemedium-termoutcomesofthe
lockdowntohelppublicauthoritiesevaluatethemost
effective incentivesto increasepeople’srespectofthe
principlesofsocialdistancing.Apreliminaryanalysisof
thedataonthefirstwavesuggeststhatBritishcitizens
perceivedlockdownmeasuresasdecidedlyeffectivebut
alsoveryharmful tophysicalandmentalhealth.
Theoutlookforthefuture issoberingbothfortheUK
andItaly:mostoftheparticipantsexpecttoreturnto
normalonlywhenavaccineisdevelopedor inanycase
notbefore2021.«Thefirstbatchofquestionnaireswas
distributedinthetwocountries infirstdaysofMay,anda
secondonehasrecently followed»,Giustinelli says.«In
thecaseof Italy, thefirstwavequestionnairesfocusedon
theexperiencewith
coronavirusandrisk
perceptionsaheadof
Phase2,whilethe
secondoneinvestigates
therespectofbehavioral
rulesandprotocolsto
restart theeconomyand
movementofpeople,
andtestingand
tracingsystemsto
trackCovid19.»
Themostoriginal
aspectofthe
researchis
lookingintothe
decision-making
mechanisms
thatarise in
momentsof
uncertainty,afact
that isobtained
withaprecise

PAMELA GIUSTINELLI
Costs and Benefits of Social Distancing, ITHE PAPER

Impacts of the health emergency on utilities.
First reflections by Giacomo Salvatori and Andrea Gilardoni
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andbenefits of social distancingmeasures for peoplewith different
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them in their management processes. The list of
the100 best global brands in Interbrand rankings,
which lists companies of different size, both B2B and
B2C, offers a series of examples of how to move
towards this direction.
Secondly, companies need to invest more in
innovation processes. The average of R&D costs on
the turnover of world enterprises is only a bit more
than 2%. If knowledge-intensive sectors are removed
from the calculation, the average is even lower. No
business can survive without innovation in the long
term. It’s not just about increasing R&D budgets.
You have to put it on the agenda of priority
investments for the development of corporate
entrepreneurship, through mechanisms and projects
that have the ambition to activate all the potential
for open innovation withing the corporate
community and its reference stakeholders. Thirdly,
we must invest in reducing the risk profile of the
business, especially in the supply chain. In the last
decade, the data show that all companies managed
the supply chain more efficiently, recovering profit
margins and cash flows. It is time to consider the
supply chain from the perspective of intellectual
capital, creating hubs of data and services to share
operational and financial risks and co-design
innovation. Take a look at how US group Aptar
presents its online Supplier Portal as a distinctive
competence of its business model.
Lastly, it is necessary to invest in the permanent

adoption of sustainability as a key variable in the
design of the strategic and organizational
architecture of business models, and not just as a
mere communication asset. If companies had
adopted the ESG perspective in their strategic plans,
the impact of Covid19 on their business would have
been more limited. It suffices to think that in the 5
most relevant issues that characterize Business
model and innovation according to the materiality
map compiled by the Sustainability Accounting
Standard Board, a list which reflects the findings of
academic research, the Materials Sourcing and
Efficiency item looms large. It requires explicitly
managing the resilience of materials supply chains to
impacts of climate change and other external
environmental and social factors, especially for the
impacts on availability and pricing of key resources,
through new policies of «product design,
manufacturing and end-of-life management and
screening, selection, monitoring and engagement with
suppliers. This issue is considered highly material
for 7 macro-sectors out of 11. The reference KPIs
are given for each sector. This mapping could have
been very useful to limit the impact of lockdowns
and resulting logistical difficulties in maintaining
supply chains in operation. Companies must
therefore avoid delaying the adoption of what
research shows has value. To avoid further delays,
today executives to act on two critical points of
corporate decision-making processes. Sustainability
performance must be included in capital budgeting
processes as an additional investment analysis
criterion. Enel, world leader in the energy industry
and benchmark of innovation and sustainability, is
doing it. And in accordance with the results of the
research study, the cost of capital adopted in the
calculation of NPV of an individual investment is
reduced as a function of estimated ESG results.
Furthermore, executive compensation packages must
reflect sustainability performance, in order to trigger
a cultural shift, which is more likely know, starting
from the decisions of individual top managers. You
can refer to the description of Alcoa’s compensation
system in the proxy statements of the last few years
to understand how it is done and fine
tune executive pay.
Adding speed to divestments, making strategic
realignment the basic priority for business
investment, and adopting sustainability as a
substantial element of capital budgeting and
managerial assessment are three key choices to be
made today. Changing investment behavior is a
decisive aspect for companies to avoid wasting the
financial support for the recovery coming from the
economic policies decided by various governments.
This is crucial for the new normal to be not only
different, but better than the old normal. �

surveymethodologythatconsists inmeasuring
conditionalriskexpectations(inparticularthesubjective
probabilityofbeinginfectedbythecoronavirus)and
othercostsandbenefitsderivingfromtheindividual
and/orcollectiveadoptionoftherulesofconductand
TTTmeasures(Testing,Tracing,Treatment). Inthe
secondwave, thesemeasurementswerecombinedwith
arandomizedtreatmentof informationandawareness
onTTTmeasures.«Also inthiscaseweexpecttoregister
heterogeneity in individualresponses»,explainsthe
researcher,«buttobeabletodefineabehavioralmodel
thatshowshowpeopleperceiveandresolvethetrade-
offstheyarefacing,dependingontheirknowledge,
beliefsandpreferences.»

Italy and UK Compared
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Oneof themostsurprisingthingsabout
theCovid19viruswashowmillionsof
peoplesuccessfullyadaptedto
workingathomeliterally fromone
daytothenext.Sincetheeconomic
consequencesof the lockdownare
likely todependonhoweasily
workerscanperformtheir jobs
awayfromtheirworkplace,gaining
aclearpictureofwhich jobsare
affected is important for
policymakers.

«Itwasvery important tounderstandwhich jobscould
bedoneathomeacrossoccupationsand industries,
andwhenwestartedworkingonthepaper twomonths
agotherewasno informationaboutCovid19 in
differenteconomicsectors,»saysThomasLe
Barbanchon,AssociateProfessor in theEconomics
DepartmentatBocconiUniversity
In thediscussionpaperWhich JobsAreDone from
Home?Evidence fromtheAmericanTimeUseSurvey,
LenaHensvik fromUppsalaUniversity,Bocconi’sLe
BarbanchonandRolandRathelotofUniversityof
Warwickusedadata-drivenapproachtorate
occupationsand industriesbytheirpropensity to
substitutehome-workingforworkplacework
between2011and2018formorethan30,000
people.
Thepaper foundthatexcept foragriculture, the
broad industrieswiththemosthoursworkedat
homeare information,financialactivities,and
professionalandbusinessservices.The industrieswith
the leasthome-workinghoursaretransportationand
utilities,and leisureandhospitality.Workers inhigh-
skilledoccupations,suchasmanagement,business,
financial,andprofessionaloccupations,workmore
hoursathomethanworkers in lessskilledoccupations,

Theoptimalsocialdistancingpolicywouldfindtheright
balancebetweenthebenefitsof limiting infectionsand
saving lives,andtheeconomicdamagefromthedrop in
output.Economicmodels tomeasurethe impactof
socialdistancingaretherefore importantpolicy-making
tools.Twofacultymembers, JulienSauvagnat in the
FinanceDepartmentandBasileGrassi in the
EconomicsDepartment, immediatelysetout to
measuretheGDPandmarket impact in twopapers.
Thefirst,Sectoraleffectsof socialdistancingwas
published inMarch2020with Jean-NoëlBarrot from
HECParis. Itestimatedtheeconomicconsequencesof
the6-week lockdownimposedbytheFrenchauthorities
wouldcreateanoveralldrop intheactiveworkforceof
52%,producingadeclineof5.6%inannualGDP.The

dropvaries from8.8%to4.1%dependingonthe
sector.Thesamemeasureswouldcost6.6%of
GDPin Italy,5.7%inGermany,5.5%intheUnited
Kingdomand6.7%inSpain.
«Thebigger thenumberofpeople thatcould
workfromhome, thesmaller the impactonGDP,»
explainedSauvagnat.«Wefoundingeneral that
thesectors thatsuffer thehighest
decrease invalue-addedarethose
upstream,ordistant fromfinal
demand, likeminingand
construction.»
InaworkingpapercalledEstimating
thecostandbenefitsofbusiness
closurespublished inMay2020, the
trioestimatedtheeffects in the

BASILE GRASSI AND JULIEN SAUVAGNAT Social Distancing and its Economic Impacts
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UnitedStatesofbusinessclosuredecisionsonfirms’
marketvalue,andoninfectionanddeathrates.They
foundthata10-percentagepoint increase intheshare
ofrestricted labor (orworkers insectorsclosedby
executiveorder)wasassociatedwithadropof3
percentagepoints inApril2020employment,a1.87%

drop infirms’marketvalue,and0.15and
0.011percentagepointsdrop in
Covid19 infectionanddeathrates,
respectively.Anextrapolationof these
preliminary findingssuggests that
state-mandatedbusinessclosures
mighthavecost$700billion in
publicly-listedfirms’marketvalue,
andsaved36,000 livessofar.Their

analysiswillberefinedas
moredatabecomes
availableonfirms’
economicperformance
andwhenthere isan
exhaustiveaccountof
Covid19related
infectionsanddeaths.

except farmers.Furthermore, theshareofhours
workedathomeisalso larger inhigher-skilled
occupations.
«Thismeansthere isabigger impacton low-income
workers,»saysLeBarbanchon.
Thispaperprovidedausefulbasis forclassificationof
“homeworking” jobs inasecondstudycalled JobSearch
During theCovid19crisisbythesametrioanalyzing
activityonthe largestonline jobboard inSweden.This
showedasurprisingly largedrop in jobsearchduring
thehealthemergency, to theextent that it could
becomedifficult foremployers torecruit,andthat
peopleredirectedtheirsearchestowardsthehigh
homeworkingareasof theeconomy–even if itwas ina
sector theyhadnotpreviouslyconsidered.
«Weseethatat this turbulent timepeoplewill consider
employmentopportunities theyusuallydon’t,»hesays.
«Thiswasthemostsurprisingfinding.»

Virtualtourswon’tsavethedayfortourismdestinations
strugglingwiththeconsequencesoftheCovid19pandemic,
butanexperimentconductedbyAnastasiaNanni
(Bocconi)andAulonaUlqinaku(UniversityofLeeds)shows
thattheycouldimprovepeople’sattitudestowardsatourist

attraction.Inparticular,aninteractive
virtualtourofamuseum,asopposed
tonon-interactivevirtualtours,has
provedtoengagetechnology-
mindedpeopleandtoincreasetheir
willingnesstopayfortheserviceand
todonatetothemuseum.
TheCovid19pandemicrepresentsa
mortalitythreatthataffectspeople’s
behaviorbyloweringlife-satisfaction,
well-beingandself-esteem.Insuch
predicaments,peoplehavemore
positiveattitudestowardsbrandsor

productsthatprovidethemwithrelieffrommortality
threats.Inanexperimentwith296USparticipants,Nanni
andUlqinakuaskedthemhowtheyfeltaboutthelife-
threateningsituationrelatedtothespreadofCovid19and
theimportanceoftechnologyadoptionfortheirself-
esteem.They,then,addressedinnovative(interactive)virtual
toursofNewYork’sMETtopartoftheirsampleandless
innovativevirtualtourstotherest.Iftechnologyinnovation
adoptionisimportanttoone’sself-esteem,theargument
goes,giventheimportanceofthelatteronetomitigate
mortalitythreats,interactivevirtualtoursshouldresultin
morepositiveattitudestowardsthemuseumoffering.
Asmortalitythreatandimportanceoftechnological
adoptiontoself-esteemincrease,infact,participantsare
morewillingtopayforaninteractivevirtualtourora360-
degreesvirtualtourversusastatic,non-interactiveoneand
theyarealsomorewillingtodonatetothemuseum.
Conversely,nostatisticallysignificanteffectisfoundon
intentionstovisitthemuseumoncetheCovid19lockdown
policiesarerelaxed.Apossibleexplanationcouldbethat
consumersmaybescaredtoattendtouristicplaces
immediatelyaftertheendoftheemergence.

ANASTASIA NANNI
An Interactive Virtual Tour
Improves Your Wellbeing

THE PAPER
Mortality threats and technology effects on tourism
by Anastasia Nanni, AulonaUlqinaku

THE PAPER
Job Search During The Covid-19 Crisis by Lena Hensvik, Tho-
mas Le Barbanchon and Roland Rathelot
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The Covid19 pandemic has raised momentous legal
issues in virtually every facet of the law. States
have emerged as the first responders in a period

of chaos and fear. Their proximity to local specific
needs, the ability to adopt measures more precisely
tailored to different situations and to enforce them
has inevitably made them key actors in reacting to an
unprecedented situation. International organizations,
including the EU, have been somehow slower to take
action, partly because of inevitable coordination
problems, but also due to partially conflicting
national interests. The EU, however, eventually
stepped in: while it is not yet certain how effective its
intervention will be, cooperation and solidarity is now
more important than ever. The question whether it
will emerge reinforced or weakened by the crisis is
still unclear, but surely the last three months will
prove a watershed for the political, social, economic
and legal future of the continent.
In this article we offer a brief overview of the major
issues and measures adopted in Italy, often in haste,
in some key areas: public law, private law, business
law (including insolvency), labor law and criminal
law. Needless to say, this snapshot is partial and
limited, but it illustrates the complexity of the
situation and possible trends that might outlive the
medical emergency.

� EFFECTSON THE RULEOF LAWAND
REPRESENTATIVEDEMOCRACY
From a constitutional law perspective, the emergency
has profoundly affected consolidated constitutional
safeguards. The adoption of administrative orders to
restrict fundamental freedoms, precisely (but not
limited to) freedom of movement, has questioned the
principles of the rule of law and representative
democracy, due to the marginalization of the
Parliament in times of emergency. Likewise, the
situation has challenged the functioning of
constitutional bodies required to perform their public
functions at distance as in the case of the judiciary. In
addition, the pandemic season has impacted on the
balancing process of conflicting fundamental rights,
as, for instance, in relation to the constitutional
tensions between privacy and public health. The
debate has until now focused on the proportionality of
privacy restrictions, whereas the relevance of
concurring constitutional rights and the necessity of
the restrictions in question have been neglected. A
clear example of such underestimation is emerging in
the context of the contact tracing debate. If we cannot
be reasonably certain that the digital tracing model,
which is in compliance with European constitutional
law, will be effective and, hence, necessary, then, even
minimum restrictions on privacy become problematic.
Otherwise, the alternative is moving from the
European model of exposure notification to an Asiatic
system based on digital surveillance, and
consequently unforgivingly betraying the spirit of
European constitutionalism.

� THE RISK FORCONTRACTS
Important problems have emerged in contract law, in
light of the difficulty or impossibility to perform. In
principle, the continuity of contractual relationships
must be preserved and, so far as possible, the
contracting parties must be entitled to render their
performance at a distance as well. In case of
impossibility of performance (or force majeure), or
excessive onerousness, each party might terminate the
contract or, when appropriate, to reduce the
performance owed in exchange. Hardship might also
call for a renegotiation in good faith of the contractual
terms. To clearly distinguish when performance is
impossible, unreasonably onerous, or has been
frustrated is however difficult, also considering that
courts have suspended their activity due to social
distancing rules. Additionally, the outbreak of
Covid119 has urged many legislatures to provide for a
moratorium on certain payments (particularly on
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From constitutional law to
bankruptcy law, from contracts to
the management of corporate
assemblies to the rules for
safeguarding employment: there are
many actions implemented that have
affected various areas of law. The
question now is what will remain of
everything achieved to ensure the
balance between privacy and health
protection, to implement smart
working and to guarantee corporate
governance through new
technologies?

TheCrisis, aLaboratory forEx
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As the Covid19 pandemic has ledmost States to set
unprecedented restrictions on our fundamental
rights, it is of the essence that such restrictions be
subject to democratic control and the rule of law. For
this reason the European Law Institute has drafted a
set of 15«ELI Principles for the Covid19 Crisis», that
address someof themain issues arising in relation
to the Covid19 crisis and offer guidance on post-
crisis responses to States and other policy-makers.
As amember of the ELI Executive Committee,Pietro
Sirena,Full professor of Private Law andDean of
Bocconi School of Law, participated in the drafting
process.
One of themost debated issues across Europe is the
role of tracking technologies, which can limit
personal liberties. «The related ELI principle»,
Professor Sirena says, «suggests that such
technologies, in the nameof public interest and
health protection, could be adopted andmade
mandatory, irrespective of personal willingness, but
on strict conditions: a parliamentary act would be
necessary, data should be collected and aggregated
in anonymous formand, when the emergency is
over, data should be deleted ormade available only
for research reasons». The ELI Executive Committee
members also think that, in this issue as in the rest, a
pan-European approachwould bemore beneficial
than regulatory competition between national
authorities.
As for contracts and obligations, themain point is
the possibility to renegotiate contracts and delay
payments. «When the object of the contract
becomes impossible», Prof Sirena says, «damage
compensation for non-fulfillment should not be
requested. In other cases, contract continuity should
prevail, with possible renegotiations for contracts
that have turned burdensome».
Furthermore, ELI Principles envisage that doctors
cannot be held liable for adverse events related to
the Covid19, except in the case of gross negligence;
by contrast, the liability of the State should remain
as it is.
The ELI Principles for theCovid19Crisis have been
recently debated in awebinar you canwatchCLICK
HERE.

THE PRINCIPLES
15 European Law Institute Principles for the
Covid-19 Crisis

PIETRO SIRENA
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perimentingwithNewRules
PIETRO SIRENA
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This is an initiativewhich, in fact, is thedirect
consequenceofescalatingevents in Italy andEurope.
Theoriginof the researchprojectPandemicand
Democracy. Ruleof Law in theDigital Society, born
under theaegisof theLeonardoFoundation fromthe
collaborationbetweenBocconi, theUniversityof
Florence, theUniversityof Trento, theFeltrinelli
Foundationand theTreccani Encyclopedia Institute,
had intended to investigate the impactofdigital
transformationonrightsprotection.But thepandemic
has reshuffled thedeckbymaking the researchers
takeanotherperspective.
«Withourpartnerswedecided to investigate the
relationshipbetweendigital technologyand
democracy in thecontextof thecoronavirus
emergency», explainsOrestePollicino, Full Professor
ofComparativePublic Law.He ispartof theBocconi
teamparticipating in the initiative togetherwith
MarcoBassiniandGiovanniDeGregorio,whowill
workwithhimondigital rights, andPietroSirenaand
FrancescoPaoloPatti,whowill look into theprivate
lawaspectsassociatedwith the impactof the
pandemic.
Theproject involves thedevelopmentof sixmajor
topics: the first concerns theway inwhich, under the
pushof theemergency, the sourcesof laware
changing; thesecond looksat the relationship
betweenhealthandprivacyand, therefore, at the
relationshipbetweendigital technologyand
surveillance; the third considers the impactoncitizens

andprivate contracts. Andwhile the
fourth topic is thatof theuseof
technology in the fight against thevirus,
especially as regards theprotectionof
health, the fifth considers thesocio-
economic impactof thepandemic, also
with reference to the relationship
betweenNorthernandSouthern Italy.
Finally, in the lastof thesixmacroareas
of the researchproject, scholars
evaluate the impacton theEuropean
integration:What kindofEurope is
emerging fromtheordeal?
«TheBocconi faculty chairs in
constitutional lawandprivate lawhave
placedparticular emphasison the
presentand future implicationsof
Covid19, investigatinghowrightsand
fundamental freedomsaregoing tobe
protected ina future characterizedby
theaccelerateddigitizationof society.»

ORESTE POLLICINO / 1
The Changing Face
of Digital Democracy
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The scope undertaken by the research project
Global Response to Covid19: a comparative law
and economics study reflects the vastness of the
Covid phenomenon. In fact, over 150 scholars from
over 60 national jurisdictions around the world are
taking part in the research investigation promoted
by the International University College of Turin,
Istituto per il Nuovo pensiero economico and the
Italian Association for the Promotion of Political
Economy and Law. «The study wants to shed light
on the procedural, substantive and (re)distributive
aspects of the response of government institutions
to the emergency», explainsOreste Pollicino, Full
Professor of constitutional law at Bocconi and co-
coordinator of the research group together with
Aleksandar Stojanovic, post-doctoral fellow at
the BAFFI CAREFIN reseach center.
Oreste Pollicino goes on and adds: «In particular,
the research questions are focused on five aspects:
the degree of participation in the elaboration of the
political decisions taken (was Parliament involved?
How and to what extent?); the degree of
exceptionality in the exercise of power with respect
to the adopted norms (Are traditional legal
channels being used or not? Has there been a
recourse to special legislation? Has the
Constitution been the relevant compass?); the use
of surveillance techniques and digital tracing and
monitoring tools (Have individual rights and
freedoms been respected, starting with the right to
privacy?); the (re)distribution of aid and rescue
measures among different social groups (Has there
been a focalization of resources towards themost
vulnerable layers of society?), and the degree of
pluralism in policy options».
An imposing research study, therefore, that has a
double objective. First of all, to create an
information database that will bemade accessible
to themedia and the general public, and later to
assess the long-term impact on legal institutions of
the political decisions taken in response to the
pandemic and therefore in any state of emergency.
«We are currently collecting answers from
individual research groups to one ormore of the
questions in the research questionnaire,»
summarizes the Bocconi faculty member.
«Subsequently, a report will be drafted for each
legal system considered, where all the above-
mentioned aspects will be analyzed,» he
concludes.

ORESTE POLLICINO / 2
Impact on Public Choice.
60 Countries Compared

taxes, rents, and loans).

� THE THREEANSWERSOF COPORATE LAW
In the area of corporate law and financial markets,
the Italian legislature, similarly to other European
policy makers, has adopted measures that can be
roughly grouped along three lines: (a) facilitating
corporate governance notwithstanding social
distancing; (b) limiting the consequences of a
hopefully temporary liquidity and earnings crisis; (c)
curbing possible speculation on financial markets. In
the first group we have seen great liberalization of
shareholders' meetings held online, opting out of rules
requiring physical presence and adopting new
techniques to identify shareholders entitled to
participate, something that has partially limited
shareholders' voice or, better, more traditional ways
to use it, but has also brought greater efficiency in
holding the annual general meeting. To counter an
avalanche of voluntary and involuntary liquidations,
in some jurisdictions a sort of presumption of
business continuity has been allowed, in order to
avoid accounting losses; more commonly, rules
mandating to recapitalize or liquidate a going concern
in case of significant losses have been suspended.
Finally, some supervisory authorities have
temporarily banned short-sales (or imposed more
stringent disclosures) to discourage massive sales that
might drive prices of listed securities down, and State
powers to block acquisitions of control, especially
foreign, have been made more biting. Some of these
measures are criticized because they appear to "hide
the thermometer" rather than curing the underlying
illness, with the consequence that, when lifted, might
result in a delayed but not less severe crisis; and
might hinder the common market. On the other hand,
the exceptional rules also represent a unique legal
experiment whose legacy might outlive the pandemic,
for example concerning virtual meetings or with
respect to a more flexible regime of minimum legal
capital.

� BANKRUPTCY IN TIMESOF PANDEMIC
Specific issues and measures concern insolvency law.
Bracing for a steep increase in the number of
insolvencies of going concerns, the Government has
postponed the entry into force of the new Code of the
Crisis, a statute that will profoundly modify the
existing legal framework, from August 2020 to
September 2021. The idea is that it would be unwise
to apply new and untested rules to the contingent
situation. Additionally, the already mentioned
suspension of judicial activities makes it impossible to
activate typical remedies available vis-à-vis
insolvency. The concern is that once the doors of the
courthouses reopen, an avalanche of litigation will
overwhelm them.
Insolvency law also raises delicate criminal law
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questions. Statutory measures recently introduced led
to – extraordinary and temporary – amendments to
the Civil Code, and to the Italian Bankruptcy Act
provisions governing arrangements with creditors
impacting corporate crimes and bankruptcy offences.
In particular, when public funds are granted to
businesses two main issues arise: on the one hand,
there is the need to criminalize embezzlement and
diversion from the recovery purposes; on the other
hand, in case of subsequent bankruptcy, potential
criminal ramifications might involve even the bankers
as accomplices.

� THE CURE FOR THE EMPLOYMENT SHOCK
In order to prevent an unemployment crisis, the
Government has intervened on three main axes:
prohibition of dismissals, general extension of the
wage subsidy fund and home working. The
prohibition to proceed with any non-conduct related
dismissal would not have been sustainable by
companies, already weakened by the forced closure
and the lack of incomes, if it had not been
accompanied by the intervention of the wage subsidy
fund which has the effect of replacing wages paid by
the employer with an allowance paid by the state,
while keeping intact the employment contracts. In
April alone, the total number of hours paid by the
wage subsidy fund rose by almost 3000% compared to
the same month of the previous year. Additionally,
companies were allowed to require employees to work
from home. This form of work organization made it
possible to save most of the activities that did not
require physical presence in the workplace, making
home workers go from less than 600,000 in pre-
Covid19 time to about 8 million during
the lockdown.
As this brief and incomplete list
shows, the problems and the
responses are numerous and
diverse. The crisis however also
represents a unique laboratory
to experiment with new rules
that under normal circumstances
might have required years to be
enacted. It will be interesting to see
what remains after the emergency
has abated, for example with
respect to the balance
between privacy and
protection of health,
smart-working, and
corporate
governance
through new
technologies. �

The coronavirus probably passed frombats to humans in
a live animalmarket inWuhan. This circumstancebrings
to the fore the themeof food safety, dealt with in the the
Sanitary andPhitosanitary Standards chapters of the
international free trade agreements. It also changes the
perspectives of the researchproject The Future of Food
Safety and Sustainability inGlobally IntegratedMarkets,
whichLeonardoBorlini,Associate Professor of
International Law,was supposed to complete in the
comingmonths at ErasmusUniversity in Rotterdamwith
AlessandraArcuri, thanks to a grant from theDutch
ResearchCouncil. «The coronavirusmakes the
precautionary principle paramount», says Prof. Borlini,
«and could pave theway for environmental impact
considerations in food risk assessment».
In previouswork carried out at the Fletcher School of Law
andDiplomacy under a Fulbright Research ScholarGrant,
Prof. Borlini identified and analyzed all the rules of
international free trade agreements concerning food
safety andhighlighted thenegotiating position of three
major players: the EuropeanUnion, theUnited States and
China. According to theprecautionary principle, if there
arewell-founded grounds for fearing possible harmful
effects on the environment andon thehealth of humans,
animals andplants, but there is not scientific consensus,
measures can still be taken tominimize or avoid potential
risks. Theprinciple is defendedby the EuropeanUnion
and criticizedby the other economic powers, which
believe it canbeused as a protectionist tool. «After the
coronavirus, though» comments Prof. Borlini, «it is clear
that the EUwill have even less reason to change its
position on this issue,while theUS andChinamay face
theneed to accept itswider use and its inclusion in the
newpreferential agreements yet to be concluded.»

In thewakeof the outbreak of the pandemic, Prof.
Borlini also launcheda researchproject on
Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility programs,
such as the so-called Pandemic Bonds,managed
by theWorld Bank. «These are instruments
aimedat financing themanagement of
pandemic situations in developing countries,
which are less equipped to dealwith them. In
the past, with Ebola, they showed clear
weaknesses and there is consensus that they
should be changed.Weneed to understand
how to change them for the better».
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The Future of Food Safety and Sustainability in Globally
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working on with Alessandra Arcuri.
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Some forty scholarsofComparativeandEuropean
Law, coordinatedbyAriannaVedaschi (Bocconi) and
LorenzoCuocolo (UniversitàdiGenova) areatwork to
understandsimilarities, differencesandpeculiarities
ofnational andsupranationalbodies' reactions to the
healthemergency causedby thecoronavirus.
Thehealthemergencyhas triggereddifferent, but
comparable, legal dynamics in thevarious countriesof
Europeand theworld. Vedaschi, a Full Professorof
ComparativePublic LawatBocconi, has launched
through theRivistadiDirittoPubblicoComparato
EuropeoeditedbyGiuseppe FrancoFerrari a
collaborative researchproject that is feeding the
journal’swebsite,, andwill result ina special issue.
«Thecall, launchedat thestartof theemergency»,
saysProf. Vedaschi, «wasansweredbya largenumber
of colleagues, almostall ofwhomare Italian
ComparativeLawscholars specializing in the
legislationof individual countriesand international
bodies».
Theprojectunfoldsonavertical dimension - the
analysisof the individual legal systemsand
supranational institutions - andonahorizontal one,
focused insteadonspecific topics. Among thevertical
cases, notonlyEuropeanandWesterncountrieswill
be represented.Certain countries, less studied
perhaps, butof strong topicalitywith respect to the
coronavirus, suchasSouthKorea, Indiaand Iran, are
alsobeinganalyzed. Inaddition, theEuropeanUnion
and theWorldHealthOrganizationareamong the
internationalbodiesunderobservation.
Thehorizontal dimensionwill not
necessarily apply toall the countries
under research. «The
marginalizationofparliaments, for
example», explainsProf. Vedaschi,
«will beanalyzed inEuropean
democracies. Another issueof
interest is the systemof the
sources». Theuncertaintyabout
theprevalenceofnational

decreesandordinancesand their coordinationwith
regionaloneswill beoneof the themesstudied.
While themost structuredstudieswill bepublished in
the journal, theDPCEwebsitehas setupapermanent
Observatory,wherenormativeacts (decrees, etc.)
fromall over theworldareuploaded, accompanied, if
necessary, by summarysheets for less known
languages. «It is a service to theentire legal research
communitybecause, in thesedaysofuncertainty,
evenon legal chats there is a lackof clarity aboutwhat
the reliable sourcesare», commentsProf. Vedaschi.

ARIANNA VEDASCHI
The Remains of the Legislation

ARIANNA VEDASCHI
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We are Covid-19, its strength is in our behavior, its
ability to spread depends on the many variables that
characterize our cities. This is why not only are
simplistic forecasts difficult to make, but a
multidisciplinary approachmust also be adopted,
says the Director of the One Health Center in Florida
andmember of IAC Bocconi, Ilaria Capua

The Solution
Is in the Details

Virologists and scientists aside, the way we have
dealt with Covid-19 in recent months is an
example of a fundamental error that as humans

we tend to repeat: simplifying complex problems. We
tend to consider situations with a thousand nuances
within a binary system, zero or one. Like wanting to
paint a sunset with only two colors. «Covid-19 is a
complex system and should be treated as such. There is
an utterly palpable need for multidisciplinarity,»
explains scientist Ilaria Capua, Director of the
University of Florida’s One Health Center of
Excellence and member of Bocconi’s International
Advisory Council. She is also working with CERGAS
Bocconi on a study that aims to analyze the real
mortality rates of the virus and is author of Circular
Health: A necessary revolution, published by Bocconi
University Press.
� Let’s start with ‘Circular Health’. Picking up
the hypotheses on the origin of the virus that
produced Covid-19, in this book you write that
we have created the perfect environment for
certain pandemic pathogens like this to originate
and be supported within certain host
populations.
We are an integral part of nature, we are inside an
aquarium together with plants and animals. What
Covid-19 has shown is that the organizational system of
humans is not flexible enough to host such a virus. So

Covid is a huge wake-up call because it has told us that
we cannot handle an unexpected event of this type. It is
the proof that this emergency must be faced with
different points of view, because cities are affected
differently. The virus makes the virus, it’s our
surroundings that make the difference.
�Should we also look at our place in the
ecosystem with different lenses?
Absolutely. We have to stop acting like invaders and
start acting like guardians. In the plural, because
everyone has to do his or her part to face the post-
pandemic period.
�During the emergency, a certain creativity
emerged in dealing with it, like the engineers who
transformed a snorkeling mask into a respirator.
How important is it to think outside the box?
I am of the opinion that every institution should have a
sort of Outside-the-box office, an office in which there
are people who do not belong to that area, but who are
continually on the edges of that environment. To
respond to Covid, each of us must find new ways, we
can’t waste this crisis, we have to use it to improve.
�What is Covid’s most important lesson?
Our fragility and the fragility of our health. We take for
granted that they aren’t fragile but the virus has brought
us back to our earthly weakness. It hit us hard and
made us understand that we have no escape clauses.
Just like for the environment people say, «There is no

by Andrea Celauro @
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Planet B,» we must understand that «There is no Plan
B» regarding the virus.
�Which countries did the best job of handling
the emergency?
Nobody was prepared. Some very small or very
organized countries, such as certain Northern
European countries and New Zealand, fared better.
Covid is a multifactorial system: the mobility of people,
their age, the country’s health policy and pollution all
matter. Each country is a different setting, so ranking
who has done better is sheer folly. We all made
mistakes, it’s not like someone did a great job. We just
have to learn from our experience, for better or for
worse.
�And what about the US, where you live and
work?
In the United States there is a polarization of opinions
and information that is truly unreal. There is a
negationist front, the Republican and Fox News front,
and a catastrophic one, which is the Democrat and
CNN front. The tragicomic thing is that both are right:
there was a catastrophe in some cities, mainly
Democratic-majority ones, while not many deaths
occurred in rural America. The effect of this
polarization is that people are confused and lost.
�And here we return to the issue of complexity
in dealing with Covid-19. What do you feel is
your job as a scientist?
I think my role is to explain to people who are not in the
industry that there is a need, first of all, to take
responsibility on a personal level, and then how much
an emergency like this requires a multidisciplinary
approach. There are no simple solutions.
�Should we expect a second wave in the fall?
The second wave is us, because without people the
virus cannot go anywhere. We have flattened the curve,
but we have not reset it. There will be second waves
that can do more or less damage based on the
conditions in which they break loose. But a prediction
is not possible, because it depends on individual
behavior.
�In recent months there has often been talk of
an ‘infodemic,’ that is, an excess of information
about the virus that may not have been properly
verified. What do you think about how
information about Covid has been
communicated?
In general, nobody was prepared, so information was
handled badly. We should reflect on this because it is
clear with social media that incorrect information
influences epidemiology. Information is one of the main

drivers of how the infection evolves and therefore
should be used well.
�What can we say about Covid’s real mortality
rate?
That the data, in recent months, have been generated
and collected unevenly. There is a need to clean up,
reorganize and re-categorize the data to understand
how many lives Covid has taken in Lombardy, Italy and
Europe.
�Was there collaboration in the research or did
everyone want to work by themselves?
There was a certain level of collaboration, sequences
were shared, but a network should have been organized
in advance. If we had already had an organized
network, a vaccine would have been ready in six
months.
�Finally, big data. 2020 is not 1990: how can
the ability to analyze large numbers contribute
today?
They are the future, they will be islands of light that
will allow us to see and understand things we didn’t
see. Like it was during this emergency, when, thanks to
big data and not to individual cases, we understood the
greater risk of a severe form developing in men. Thanks
to big data, today we can understand all the facets of
this gigantic puzzle.�
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THE BOOK
Thinking Outside the Box to
Regain Our Health
What happened in the beating
heart of the megalopolis of Wuhan,
in China and in the crowded streets
New York, in USA? The truth is that
we don’t know yet but we have
created the perfect environment to
sustain pandemic pathogens in
certain host populations. The
challenge today is how to identify
the obsolete pathways we must
abandon and find new, unexplored,
alternatives. One way to do this is to
be open to ideas from other
disciplines and to fully embrace an
outside-the-box thinking approach,
Ilaria Capua explains in Circular
Health. Empowering the One Health
Revolution (Bocconi University Press,
Oct. 2020, 110 pages)
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